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Introduction to the Second Edition
IISD has been overwhelmed by the enthusiastic reception its Model International
Agreement on Investment for Sustainable
Development has received since being
launched in April 2005. It has become a useful tool for governments, civil society groups,
academics and others interested in the present
and future of international law relating to foreign investment. The Model Agreement has
sparked debate on the current approaches to a
number of investment treaty issues, and
demonstrated that alternatives exist, both in
terms of overall conception and in relation to
specific issues.
This second edition has not seen many
changes. Indeed, almost all of them are
minute grammatical corrections. The only
substantive change is in relation to Articles 13,
22 and 32. These deal with anticorruption

obligations for investors, host governments
and home governments. In each case, a potential loophole has been filled by including language that confirms that paying bribes or otherwise seeking to corrupt the family members
or other close associates of a government official is covered, as opposed to simply paying
the official him or herself. This is consistent
with the original intent, and seeks to remove
any doubt as to the scope of the prohibited
acts.
This second edition is dedicated to Konrad
von Moltke, one of the original co-authors.
Konrad passed away shortly after the original
publication. He is deeply missed.
Howard Mann
April, 2006
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Dedicated to
Konrad von Moltke

This volume is dedicated to the memory of co-author Konrad von Moltke. Konrad, a treasured
colleague for almost 15 years, died of cancer in May of 2005.
Konrad had been involved in the debates about international rules for investment since he first
joined IISD’s China trade team in 1997. On a visit to Beijing, he learned from our Chinese colleagues about the talks in Paris which were being conducted under OECD auspices on the establishment of a Multilateral Agreement on Investment. Upon his return to Washington, he alerted
colleagues in the U.S. environmental community about these developments. Throughout the subsequent debate about the MAI, Konrad was a calm voice, stressing the need for transparency and
dialogue amongst the participants, while stressing the need for a set of rules which contained obligations, as well as rights, for investors.
Konrad remained a keen observer of the trends in international investment policy, and particularly the rise in the number of Bilateral Investment Treaties. Intrigued by his work with Howard
Mann on NAFTA’s Chapter 11, he became convinced of the need for a set of international rules
which would protect investors, promote transparency and sustainable development, and provide
developing countries with the protection of a rules-based multilateral regime to counteract the
imbalances inherent in the bilateral relationships.
Konrad felt that IISD could only earn its spurs in the investment debate if it could produce high
quality draft language which could stand up to examination by top rank international lawyers and
other experts. Accordingly, he chaired a meeting in The Hague at the beginning of 2005 where
the text was first unveiled. Afterward, he told me with great enthusiasm that it was the best meeting he had ever attended. This from a serial meeting attender. A few months later he was gone,
just a couple of weeks after this fruit of his labour in the investment field was first presented to
the public.
This Model Agreement has subsequently been discussed in numerous fora in both developed and
developing countries. It is today being used as a reference for investment negotiations by several
dozen developing countries. It has received widespread acclaim in the academic community. It has
redirected many civil society groups to a positive agenda for globalization in the area of investment, instead of just a narrow, reactive and negative message.
It is reprinted here in response to this wave of interest. Konrad would be pleased.
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Introduction
International investment plays an increasingly
important role in many economies. Perhaps
more critically, it is an essential component of
a sound global strategy for sustainable development. The International Institute for
Sustainable Development (IISD) recognizes
the close linkages between investment flows
and sustainable development. The move from
unsustainable practices in agriculture, energy,
water use, resource harvesting, industry and
other sectors towards more sustainable practices requires investment at national and
international levels.
Because of the importance of foreign investment for sustainable development, IISD has
for more than eight years been studying the
nature and evolution of international investment agreements (IIAs). During that time, we
have seen IIAs evolve to take on an expanded
role and new meaning in international economic law, as well as in the practice of states,
investors and international institutions.
Indeed, the experience over the past several
years has shown that IIAs are now an important part of the legal and policy mechanisms
that underpin the economic processes of globalization today. Simply stated, IIAs are about
governance for globalization.
Since their beginning in 1959, these agreements have provided significant rights for
investors. IISD has, however, become increasingly skeptical of their broader impacts. The
current model for investment agreements was
developed in the political context of the
1950s and 1960s—a period characterized by
fear of the spread of communism and concern
for the impacts of decolonization on business
interests in newly independent developing
countries. Given this origin, the initial agreements were singularly focussed on just one
aspect of the investment process: the protection of foreign capital and investments.
In addition, because the agreements grew on a
bilateral basis between home and host states,
no institutional home ever emerged, and no
x

process for analyzing the success or failures of
the agreements was developed. Assumptions
that the signing of investment agreements
would in itself be an act that attracted investment (a common refrain through the 1990s)
have proven to be unfounded. Moreover, the
arbitration process developed to address disputes under the agreements—with the primary
focus on investor-state arbitrations—turned
out in recent years to be rife with conflicts of
interest, and has failed to meet the same basic
criteria of legitimacy, transparency and
accountability applied to the national dispute
settlement processes it now routinely displaces.
Whatever its merits at the time, the model for
IIAs developed 50 years ago no longer meets
the needs of the global economy in the 21st
century. Many observers, especially from civil
society groups around the world, believe that
the current international investment regime is
so inherently flawed as to be beyond repair or
reform. They argue for the complete dissolution of the regime, and for the construction of
an alternative regime specifically focussed on
the obligations of transnational actors. While
IISD shares many of the concerns, we have
taken a different tack in response to them. We
believe the time is ripe to propose a new
model for IIAs, a new direction that is consistent with the goals and requirements of sustainable development and the global economy
of the 21st century.
Over the past 20 years, three attempts to
negotiate binding multilateral rules for investment have failed—in the United Nations, in
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) and, most recently,
in the World Trade Organization (WTO).
IISD believes that these failures are not cause
to abandon the search for multilateral rules.
Rather, it is an indication of their importance
and of the fact that governments have not yet
identified an appropriate negotiating agenda.
IISD believes it is, therefore, time for a new
approach that responds to rapid globalization
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and to the need to promote sustainable development.
Towards this end, IISD has undertaken several
projects to analyze the basis for such a new
approach to international investment negotiations. We have worked on our own and with
partners to identify the shortcomings of existing agreements and to explore the interests of
developing countries in these negotiations.
Above all, we have begun the process of developing a positive negotiating agenda that:
•

recognizes that an investment agreement
is fundamentally about good governance,
and applies a standard of good governance to the agreement itself;

•

ensures that investor rights and public
goods are protected in a manner that is
legitimate, transparent and accountable;

•

establishes the aspirations of developing
countries and the promotion of global
sustainable development as a clear purpose for the international agreement;

•

contains provisions that balance investor
rights with a novel mix of voluntary and
binding investor responsibilities, and with
both host and home state rights and obligations;

•

sets out specific proposals to establish a
dispute settlement process that fixes what
is currently a broken investor-state arbitration process;

•

develops an understanding of the need for
appropriate funding; and

•

sets out an institutional framework that
allows the regime to evolve based on its
successes and failures.

Investment, both domestic and international
in varying mixes for different states, is central
to any attempt to promote sustainable development, but the current models are divorced
from this reality and do little to promote such
investments. We believe that the new
approach we are proposing will set an agenda
to improve the international investment climate, to place development at the heart of the

process and to advance sustainable development.

Development of the Text: Past,
Present and Future
The analytical work that underpins this project is found at www.iisd.org/investment. The
full process for this specific project is also
described there. In brief, this project evolved
with a sister project to understand a Southern
Agenda on Investment. We sought to understand what issues are currently on the agenda
of developing countries—or should be, in
their view—and what lessons can be learned
from the recent explosion in the use and interpretation of existing bilateral and regional
investment agreements. This brought us into
contact with many researchers, analysts and
civil society, business and government representatives, and has fueled much of what is
found in this document. In addition, our own
analysis has suggested the need for new directions to be established, that are expressly supportive of the role investment must play in a
sustainable development context. In the
absence of any models that could support
what we viewed as essential, we undertook the
preparation of a first consultation draft of this
text. That document was the basis of intensive
and detailed discussion at a workshop in The
Hague in January 2005. Participants included
experts in international law from several different perspectives, members of the international arbitration bar, arbitrators, economists,
development experts and others. We also
received important feedback on the consultation draft once it was made available for comment on the Internet.
The discussions at The Hague meeting and
the comments received from others have been
reviewed, leading to the revised text now
being published. IISD is grateful to all those
who took the time to participate, who
expressed their views, concerns and criticisms.
The Model Agreement set out below should
be seen as a living text. It provides an agenda
for future negotiations, and a comprehensive,
xi
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consistent view of the linkages between
investment and sustainable development. The
text is intended to be adaptable to bilateral,
regional and multilateral negotiations, though
differences will occur between each, and
between different negotiating partners.

•

to elucidate key elements of the text from
a policy or legal perspective; and

•

to provide a sense of the options or alternative approaches to issues raised by the
text. This will also seek to explain why we
chose the article as presented.

Viewed as a multilateral approach, the Model
Agreement also provides a single window
approach to addressing the defects in the now
over 2,000 bilateral and regional agreements,
all of which more or less share the same type
of model. Thus, IISD believes that a multilateral approach offers significant advantages
over further proliferation of bilateral agreements and regional agreements. IISD also
believes that the opportunities for a coherent
developing country approach to negotiating
investment agreements will generate additional significant benefits for the development of
a new model IIA.

It is hoped that this will be a useful tool for
negotiators, especially from developing countries. But it is also intended for academic use;
for non-expert observers in civil society and in
elected offices or parliaments at all levels of
government; those who are experts and seeking a different level of analysis and those who
are otherwise involved in the debate on the
future of international investment agreements.

The Role of the Negotiators’
Handbook
This publication provides both the text of the
model agreement and a commentary on each
article. The goals of the commentary are:
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The objective has been to make this a userfriendly publication, with space for the reader’s own notes. It can be a tool in preparing for
negotiations and an aid in participating in
them.

Preamble

Text of the
Model Agreement
and Commentary
International Institute
for Sustainable Development
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PREAMBLE

✍

The Parties,
Seeking to promote sustainable development at the national, regional and
global levels;
Understanding sustainable development as being development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs, and recognizing the contribution of the 1992
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, the 2002 World Summit
on Sustainable Development and the Millennium Development Goals to our
understanding of sustainable development;
Recognizing that the promotion of sustainable investments is critical for the further development of national and global economies, as well as for the pursuit of
national and global objectives for sustainable development;
Understanding further that the promotion of such investments requires cooperative efforts of investors, host governments and home governments;
Recognizing the development of protections for foreign investors in international law to date;
Affirming the progressive development of international law and policy on the
relationships between multinational enterprises and host governments as
seen in such international instruments as the ILO Tripartite Declaration on
Multinational Enterprises and Social Policy; the OECD Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprises; and the United Nations’ Norms and Responsibilities
of Transnational Corporations and Other Business Enterprises with Regard to
Human Rights;
Seeking an overall balance of rights and obligations in international investment between investors, host countries and home countries; and
Recognizing that an international investment agreement should reflect the
basic principles of transparency, accountability and legitimacy for all participants in foreign investment processes,
Have agreed as follows:

Commentary
The preamble to an international agreement—any international agreement—plays an important role in
setting negotiating goals. It is also important, and sometimes critically important, in guiding its interpretation by the Parties and by others affected by the agreement, including in dispute settlement processes.
For example, in the past few years, several investment arbitrations have focussed on preambular or
objective provisions that highlight the goal of protecting investors and investments. They have
drawn on this language to emphasize this single element in interpreting and applying several existing IIAs. Hence, a new approach requires that the preamble clearly states the broader goals that are
encompassed, where development, sustainability and investment protection are all relevant.
Finally, the text suggested here tries to reflect the recent development of two trends. One is the
concept of sustainable development, and its balancing of development and sustainability concerns. The second is the global evolution that is occurring on the complex relationship between
investors, host states and local communities. The reference to the UN Norms for Transnational
Corporations in the preamble is forward looking and based on an assumption, which may not
materialize, that a final text will be adopted by the UN. This places the Model Agreement in its
real evolutionary context, rather than within the static model of existing IIAs.
2
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Article 1: Objective
Article 2: Definitions
Article 3: Scope of coverage
Article 4: Denial of benefits

3
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PART 1: GENERAL PROVISIONS

✍

Article 1: Objective
The objective of this Agreement is to promote foreign investment that supports sustainable development, in particular in developing and least-developed countries.

Article 1 Commentary
An objectives article has many precedents, including in trade as well as environmental agreements.
It is used here to provide a single statement of the reason for the Agreement. The article would
also help in setting an interpretational context that is clearly different from the current “investor
rights” context used in many arbitrations to date.
The uncomplicated nature of this text is critical. Efforts in this type of article to include a reflection
of all the elements relevant to an agreement will render it confusing, and likely of little meaning.

Article 2: Definitions
(A) “company” means any entity constituted or organized under the applicable law of the home or host state, whether or not for profit, and
whether privately or governmentally owned or controlled;
(B) “national” of a Party means a natural person who is a national of that
Party under its applicable law;
(C) “investment” means:
i)

a company;

ii)

shares, stock and other forms of equity participation in a company, and
bonds, debentures and other forms of debt interests in a company;

iii) contractual rights, such as under turnkey, construction or management contracts, production or revenue-sharing contracts, concessions or other similar contracts;
iv) tangible property, including real property; and intangible property,
including rights, such as leases, mortgages, hypothecs, liens and
pledges on real property;
v)

rights conferred pursuant to law, such as licences and permits

provided that
a)

such investments are not in the nature of portfolio investments
which shall not be covered by this Agreement;

b) there is a significant1 physical presence of the investment in the
host state;
c)
1

4

the investment in the host state is made in accordance with the
laws of that host state;

A significant physical presence would not include, for example, sales offices without other
operational facilities, post office box-based businesses, Internet-based business or other
types of business with very limited physical presence in the host state. As an example of a
contrasting situation, a turnkey operation would normally involve significant capital investment, construction equipment, real property interests and other physical presences.

✍

Part 1: General Provisions
d) the investment is part or all of a business or commercial operation;2 and
e)

✍

the investment is made by an investor as defined herein.

For greater certainty, an investment is not constituted by goodwill market
share, whether or not it is based on foreign-origin trade; claims to money
deriving solely from commercial contracts for the sale of goods and services
to or from the territory of a Party to the territory of another country, or a loan
to a Party or to a State enterprise; a bank letter of credit; or the extension of
credit in connection with a commercial transaction, such as trade financing.
(D) “investor” means a national or company of a home State Party that
makes, or is making, an investment into the territory of another Party;
(E) “international investment agreements” means any bilateral or regional
Agreement in force that contains provisions for the protection of foreign
investment or provisions that also set out rights and responsibilities of foreign investors, host states and/or home states relating to foreign investment; and includes parts, chapters or sections of integrated trade and
investment agreements;
(F) “ICSID Convention” means the Convention on the Settlement of
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of Other States, done
at Washington, March 18, 1965;
(G) “Centre” means the International Centre for Settlement of Investment
Disputes established by the ICSID Convention;
(H) “measures” includes any legal, administrative, legislative, judicial or policy decision that is taken by the host state, directly relating to and affecting an investment in the territory of the host state, but does not include
measures in draft form;
(I)

“home state” means the state declared by the investor and accepted by
the host state as such in accordance with the following rules:
i)

A foreign investor shall promptly choose its home state based on its
principal place of business or a major centre of effective and sustained links with the home state economy and from where effective
control over the investment is exercised,3 and shall notify the host
state of its home state.

ii)

Where an investor changes in relation to an investment, it shall so
notify the host state and identify the home state of the new investor,
based on its principal place of business or a major centre of actual
operations closely related to the investment.

iii) Subject to prior notification and consultation with the investor at the
time notice is received, a Party may, within 90 days of such notice,
deny the benefits of this Agreement to an investor of another Party
that does not meet the requirements of Paragraphs A or B, or if
investors of a non-Party own or control the enterprise and have no
substantial business activities in the territory of the Party under
whose law it is constituted or organized.
2
3

The Parties understand that not-for-profit operations, for example research institutes and
non-governmental organizations, may fall within this Paragraph.
Shell corporations, off-shore tax haven registrations and incorporations, and other forms
of incorporation or location shall not be determinative of the formal place of location of
home state. Effective control of the investment is the central issue here, commensurate
with the capacity of home state liability to be effectively pursued if appropriate, in accordance with Article 17.

5
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iv) For greater certainty, an investor may not declare its home state to be a
Party where it is an enterprise of such Party but where it has no substantial business activities in the territory of that Party and persons of a
non-Party, or of the putative host state own or control the enterprise.
v)

✍

Where an investor has its corporate headquarters or its principal
place of business in a State Party to this Agreement, that state shall
be deemed to be the home state for purposes of this Agreement
where the preceding paragraphs have not led to another accepted
choice.4

The selection of the home state is for the purposes of this Agreement only.
(J) “host state” is the state where the investment is located.
4

Footnote 3 applies here, mutatis, mutandis.

Article 2 Commentary
The scope of coverage of a treaty is critical to understand. Here it is addressed in two articles: “definitions” and “scope of coverage.”
The definitions are one step in setting the scope. Here, we have sought primarily to clarify what
constitutes an investment. The objective has been to define an investment as either a direct subsidiary or owned company, or shares or other forms of ownership instruments in such a company,
or in relation to other significant rights relating to its actual operation or undertaking in the host
state. The definition is broad on this count, reflecting different commercial and legal practices,
but it is narrowed on other counts.
The limits flow from arbitrations that have identified market share or very minimal investment,
like a sales office, as sufficient to qualify as an investment. It is suggested here that such levels of
investment should not qualify for purposes of the protections of the treaty. In other words, the
goal is to extend coverage to investments that are physically present and operating in the host
state, not just empty shells of one form or another or minimal levels of investments for the purpose, for example, of generating foreign-based sales of goods or services. We recognize that some
of these activities may be sufficient to qualify under the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS). The GATS, however, deals with trade in services and provides limited rights in the area
of investment, none of which are directly exercisable by investors. There is no need for the definitions of this Agreement and the GATS to coincide, since they pursue different objectives.
Portfolio investment is also excluded from coverage here. This is a difficult issue, but in the end
we believe that the absence of a direct management role and interest, a key element of portfolio
investment, as well as the impractical nature of potentially millions of portfolio investors to follow the other obligations of a covered investor or the notice requirements set out, make it impracticable for the relatively small benefits that would accrue. If portfolio investment were included,
one might limit the capacity for resort to the investor-state process set out below for portfolio
investors to reduce opportunities for multiple cases and other mischief. In addition, one would
have to include special provisions for foreign currency safeguards and other potential fiscal crises.
The suggested text also excludes intellectual property rights (IPRs) per se as an investment. This
does not mean that an investment that has IPRs among its assets would not have these protected
by the Agreement in appropriate cases. What it does mean is that simply holding an IPR in a foreign country does not trigger the rights or obligations of the Agreement. This is in keeping with
the precept that investments should have a significant operational presence in the host state, not
just a market share of some form or another. The definitions define what constitutes an investment, not the bundle of rights an investment would have protected.
6
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The conditions included at the end of the definition of investor ensure that a real operational
investment is covered, one with the capacity to contribute to development opportunities. It also
excludes things like vacation properties or other assets purchased for personal reasons and not as
business investments.
The express exclusion of market share as an investment results from certain arbitrations that
appear to have extended the notion of an investment to include traded goods that generate a percentage of market share. Physical presence and capacity to contribute to development are chosen
here as the key criteria instead.
The definition of what type of measures is potentially covered by the Agreement is very broad. From
an investor protection perspective, it is important that the form of a measure taken by a government
not be open to abuse so as to deny the rights under the Agreement. However, only measures with
actual application and affect on an investment are included, not measures at a draft stage.
The final major issue here is the selection of the home state. In most agreements, this has gone largely
undefined. This has opened up the process to abuse through what can be described as home state
forum shopping: investors finding locations from where they may have minimal obligations under
the laws of the state in question, but maximum benefits under an investment agreement, irrespective of their actual business connection to the home state. On occasion, investors from the host state
have successfully established shell companies in the home state as a vehicle for gaining the protections of an IIA. The process set out here requires an express choice to be made by the investor, and
requires that choice to be based on the location of actual control over the investment, and where liability can be effectively imposed if needed. It also subjects that choice to potential review by the host
state. The proposed provision seeks to balance the need for fast decisions and certainty on the part
of all Parties, while preventing forum shopping for home states. The last paragraph of that process
ensures that a home state is deemed to be determined if an investor does not choose one or a final
decision is not agreed under the terms of that paragraph.

Article 3: Scope of coverage
(A) Subject to Paragraphs (D)–(F), this Agreement applies to all investments
by an investor, whether the investment is made before or after the entry
into force of this Agreement.

✍

(B) Subject to Paragraphs (D)–(F), this Agreement applies to any measure adopted or maintained by a governmental authority of the host state after the
entry into force of this Agreement.
(C) Subject to Paragraphs (D)–(F), this Agreement applies to measures taken
by government authorities at the national, state, provincial or municipal
level of government of a Party.
(D) This Agreement does not create retroactive obligations or responsibilities
for investors. Investors who are not in compliance with ongoing obligations and responsibilities shall seek to enter into compliance as soon as
possible, and within 12 months of the entry into force of this Agreement.
(E) Pre-establishment rights
i)

Notwithstanding any other provision, nothing in this Agreement
should be interpreted so as to create a right of establishment for
potential investors in a potential home state.

ii)

Parties wishing to list sectors in which they have, under their domestic law, removed barriers to foreign investors, including in services
sectors, may list these in Annex E to this Agreement. Any conditions
7
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or limitations on the right to establishment of foreign investors in the
listed sectors shall be listed at the same time.5

✍

iii) Investors in sectors listed in Annex E, or otherwise seeking to make
an investment they have a legal right to make, shall, subject to the
limitations or conditions also set out in Annex E or in domestic law,
then be covered by the provisions of this Agreement for acts related
to the establishment or acquisition of an investment.
iv) States may amend their lists in Annex E, including any conditions, at
their discretion, subject to the preservation of rights for an investor
pursuant to this Agreement who has commenced the process of
establishing an investment or who has established an investment.
(F) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, this Agreement
does not apply to any investments that are made before or after the entry
into force of this Agreement, or to measures adopted or maintained by
a Party, as follows:
i)

Sectors: For investments in any economic sectors in a host state listed in Annex C, including service sectors, and the Articles listed in
Annex C with that list.

ii)

Non-conforming measures: The application of any measures, or specific provisions of measures, including at a non-national level, not
conforming to this Agreement that are listed in Annex D. All municipal measures in effect at the entry into force of this Agreement shall
be deemed to be included in Annex D by reference to this Paragraph.

iii) Non-conforming measures amendments: The continuation of, or any
amendments or other alterations to, measures or specific provisions
of measures listed in Annex D, providing that such continuation,
amendment or alteration shall not create any greater degree of nonconformity than the measure presently exhibits.
except that the vested rights of pre-existing investors and their investments
pursuant to prior international investment agreements, and arising in any sector or in relation to any measure falling within this Paragraph, shall continue to
apply for the duration of the extinguishment period in such agreements,6 and
providing that Article 8 of this Agreement shall apply to all investments.
5

6

The Parties understand that such limitations or conditions can include quantitative restrictions on overall investment, for example in the natural resources harvesting sectors or in
relation to setting of ambient or specific pollution loads. They may also include limitations
on the application of specific articles of this Agreement.
International investment agreements may include a provision that extends the rights of protection of an investor for a specific period of time after the agreement is terminated. This
is the “extinguishment” period referred to in this Paragraph.

Article 3 Commentary
This is an important article in several respects. It determines what acts are covered (Paragraphs
A–C) and what areas are excluded (Paragraphs D–F).
Paragraph (A) ensures that investments made before the entry into force of the Agreement remain
covered by it. This is an essential element if there is to be a transition away from the existing bilateral
investment treaties to a single multilateral Agreement or a broader regional treaty. Such a transition
would be impossible if investments covered by existing agreements were to lose their coverage.
However, Paragraph (B) makes it clear the Agreement only applies to government measures taken
after the entry into force of the Agreement. This is a fairly common approach in IIAs. Prior measures would have to be addressed under pre-existing applicable agreements. Read with the previ8
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ous paragraph, it means that the pre-existing investments are covered, but only government acts
subsequent to the entry into force are covered.
Paragraph (C) addresses the responsibilities of all levels of government to comply with the obligations in the Agreement. As many federal government structures leave much jurisdiction to state
level or local governments, this is a practical necessity to ensure investor rights have meaning.
The exclusions limit the above general propositions or otherwise remove specified measures from
coverage of the Agreement. Paragraph (D) precludes a retroactive application of the obligations
and responsibilities of an investor. As no previous IIA has included such direct obligations, and
no other international treaty establishes such direct obligations, this is a basic element of fairness
in our view. As non-compliance with the obligations has potential consequences, it is important
to demonstrate such basic fairness.
Paragraph (E) addresses an absolutely critical issue, whether or how an agreement should extend
to create a right of establishment for foreign investors into a host state. Several current model
agreements and negotiating demands seek to do this. IISD takes the view that creating a right of
entry for foreign investors is inappropriate and unnecessary from a developing country perspective. Further, it creates significant risks to the ability of states to ensure the sustainable development of resources and national development benefits from them. The alternative suggested here
is what might be called an “advertisement” of investment opportunities under each state’s domestic
law. It allows Parties to indicate which sectors are more open for foreign investment than others, and
the associated conditions. But it also allows each Party to amend its list unilaterally, as long as this
does not impact any investor rights or obligations for investments already made or in progress
under the pre-amended list.
In practice, this means that once an investment has been made by a foreign investor, for example
a sector has been privatized and a foreign investor has entered the sector, that specific investment
must be allowed to continue in accordance with the permit, licence, etc. it received, including any
time periods specified therein. Reversing the rights of existing investors would otherwise, in most
cases, be subject to the provisions on expropriation or otherwise constrained, and thus subject to
appropriate compensation under the Agreement. However, future policy choices will not be precluded by the Agreement as set out here.
IISD believes that this approach allows governments to set their national investment and development plans, modify them when needed, and to do so without the unnecessary dimension of
permanent commitments or rights for foreign investors. The footnote clarifies that limitations
and conditions on a listed sector can be broad and include exclusions of articles of the Agreement
at the pre-establishment stage.
It is important to permit significant flexibility in listing and removing sectors. Many negotiations
occur under severely unequal conditions, where one Party may pressure another to make binding and
effectively permanent commitments without adequate understanding of the possible ramifications.
When a sector is listed by a State Party, investors have a reasonable expectation that they will be
dealt with in accordance with the standards set out in the Agreement, and Paragraph (E) makes
this expectation legally grounded.
Paragraph (F) sets out the broader types of limits found in most IIAs today for the period after an
investment is established. As the investments must be made according to local laws, and such laws
should conform to the Agreement as well, limits on the post-establishment operation of an investment should be clear and easily understood in our view. For this reason, and given the issues of rights
of establishment are dealt with through a positive list approach only, IISD suggests a negative list of
excluded sectors here. Once an investment has been given permission in one form or another and is
9
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underway, limits under the Agreement should be minimized. (There are also no performance requirement prohibitions in this proposed text, which allows greater leeway for the present purposes.)
As well, Paragraph (F) sets out the approach of a negative list for existing non-conforming measures to be excluded from coverage of the Agreement, such that decisions made pursuant to them
would be excluded as a basis of claim under the Agreement. The option chosen here is again a
specific list of such measures. Amendments to such measures are also covered here. There is a
broad exclusion, through a “deemed” listing, of all pre-existing municipal measures to prevent the
need for a comprehensive review of all municipal laws, regulations, policies, etc. in a Party. This
is consistent with several international agreements.
The Paragraph also makes it clear, however, that if anything in the listings in Paragraph F reduces
the protections of an investor under a prior IIA, those rights will be preserved in accordance with
any extinguishment period in such an agreement. (The “extinguishment” period is defined in the
footnote.) This ensures a smooth transition process between the current bilateral and multilateral
agreements and the move to a new model as proposed here.

Article 4: Denial of benefits
1. A Party may deny the benefits of this Agreement to an investor of another
Party that is an enterprise of such Party and to investments of such
investor if investors of a non-Party own or control the enterprise and the
denying Party:

✍

A) does not maintain diplomatic relations with the non-Party; or
B) adopts or maintains measures with respect to the non-Party that prohibit transactions with the enterprise or that would be violated or circumvented if the benefits of this Agreement were accorded to the
enterprise or to its investments.
2. A Party may deny the benefits of this Agreement to an investor of another
Party that is an enterprise of such other Party and to investments of that
investor if the enterprise has no substantial business activities in the territory of the other Party and persons of a non-Party, or of the denying Party,
own or control the enterprise.

Article 4 Commentary
This is a more technical provision in its language, but has the impact of allowing the Parties to
deny the application of the Agreement to investors and their investments when they may be established as a company in a “home state,” but in reality those companies are shell corporations in
turn owned either by residents or companies in the host state or in third states that do not have
diplomatic relations with the actual home state where effective control lies. This complements the
definition of investor and choice of home state rules, which seek to accomplish similar ends, and
provides an additional safeguard.
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Article 5: National treatment
Article 6: Most-favoured-nation treatment
Article 7: Minimum international standards
Article 8: Expropriation
Article 9: Senior management and
boards of directors
Article 10: Transfers of assets
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PART 2: STANDARDS OF TREATMENT OF FOREIGN
INVESTORS
Part 2 begins the articulation of the six categories of rights and obligations set out in this text:
investor rights and obligations; host state rights and obligations; and home state rights and obligations. The investor rights are a refinement of the ongoing development of international law in
this field. Host state obligations are, similarly, a refinement of ongoing developments. Host state
rights, investor obligations, and home state rights and obligations have rarely seen any articulation in existing investment agreements, but some precedent is drawn on from broader economic
cooperation agreements. Part 2 addresses investor rights, Parts 3–6 cover the remaining sets of
complementary rights and obligations. They are NOT hierarchical in nature, however, all Parts
having to be read in a manner that creates consistency among them as opposed to a hierarchy.
It can be argued that an actual treaty might not be drafted in such a structured format, which does
necessitate some duplication. However, IISD believes it is better left this way for present purposes
so that the issues and approaches can be fully understood.

Article 5: National treatment
(A) Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party treatment no less
favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to its own investors
with respect to the management, conduct, operation, expansion and sale
or other disposition of investments. Where a foreign investor may, under
domestic law, establish an investment, this Article shall apply to the
extent it is not inconsistent with such domestic law relating to the establishment or acquisition of investments.
(B) Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of another Party treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to
investments of its own investors with respect to the management, conduct, operation, expansion and sale or other disposition of investments.
(C) Measures taken in accordance with government procurement policies
specifically for the purchase of goods or services by any level of government shall not be considered a breach of this Article.
(D) The treatment accorded by a Party under Paragraphs (A) and (B) means, with
respect to a non-national level of government, treatment no less favourable
than that government accords, in like circumstances, to investors and to
investments within the jurisdiction of the government in question.
(E) For greater certainty, the concept of “in like circumstances” requires an
overall examination, on a case-by-case basis, of all the circumstances of
an investment, including, inter alia:
a)

its effects on third persons and the local community;

b) its effects upon the local, regional or national environment, or the
global commons;7
c)

the sector the investor is in;

d) the aim of the measure concerned;
7
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The Parties understand that such considerations can include the cumulative impacts of all
investments within a jurisdiction, for example in the natural resources harvesting sectors or in
relation to setting of ambient or specific pollution loads. Many jurisdictions do not allow new
investments that will cause applicable environmental or human health tolerances to be
exceeded.

✍
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e)

the regulatory process generally applied in relation to the measure
concerned; and

f)

other factors directly related to the investment of investor in relation
to the measure concerned.

✍

The examination shall not be limited to or biased toward any one factor.

Article 5 Commentary
Some arguments have been made that there is some form of general or customary international
law right to national treatment for foreign investors. This is simply not so. The national treatment rights are those that are set out in investment agreements. It is, therefore, important to get
them right, so that they are meaningful for investors while maintaining the appropriate ability of
governments to regulate and to participate in the management of their economies.
The proposal here is for a fairly standard articulation of the national treatment rule. Paragraph
(A) addresses treatment of the foreign investor, and Paragraph (B) treatment of the investment
itself. Both cover the post-establishment phase of an investment. Paragraph (A) also covers the
pre-establishment phase, but only to the extent it is granted under domestic law. Although it does
not require national treatment at the pre-establishment phase, consistent with the listing
approach for Annex E of the Agreement, this still has a legal impact in making governmental
compliance with its domestic law in this field an international legal obligation.
Paragraph (C) sets out a specific exclusion which may not be strictly needed but which adds certainty. This is an exclusion that ensures government can use government procurement measures
to promote domestic businesses or domestic content requirements.
Paragraph (D) is a standard reference today to how the provision will apply to the decisions on
non-national levels of government. It means that the conduct or measures of a non-federal government must be compared to other conduct and measures of that same government if a concern
arises, and not how other governments at that level may act. The matter may seem obvious, but
it has been challenged in some arbitrations.
The essence of this Article is that more than a simple comparison of foreign and domestic
investors is required. Rather, they must be foreign and domestic investors “in like circumstances.”
Some arbitral panels have held that only very general tests must be met here, such as: are they
both exporters?; or, are they in the same production sector? IISD believes this approach is wrong
and has led to inappropriate results. Investments must be understood as multi-faceted and living
things, not simply products crossing a border. Investments have multiple and different types of
connections to national, state level and local governments. Rarely will two investments have the
same regulatory package for all of their operations, though some elements may be the same.
Therefore, Paragraph (E) sets out a more comprehensive test that interpreters of the Agreement
will be bound to apply. It requires all potentially relevant factors to be included, and precludes a
simple reliance on one factor, such as being an exporter.
The list also expressly requires consideration of the aims of the measure that is of concern, ensuring that not just the effects of the measure are part of the test.
This express approach to the like circumstances issue is a response, in part, to some of the arbitrations
and some writings that have followed a historical but no longer applicable view of how trade law
approaches the “like products” test used to assess its national treatment tests. The reliance under trade
law on the competitive products test as the sole measure has been reversed in recent trade cases.
Expressly ensuring the aims of a measure are considered here, along with all the other factors listed,
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will prevent any further efforts to eliminate the purpose of a measure from due consideration under
investment agreements, or to focus only on the most general of comparisons as determinative.
The footnote addresses a specific environmental concern for cumulative impacts on the environment or human health, such that if ambient pollution levels are met, not allowing a foreign
investor to establish itself will not be a breach of any national treatment rights, though not allowing a foreign investor when a domestic investor is allowed might create concerns.

Article 6: Most-favoured-nation treatment

✍

(A) This Article applies to:
a)

all measures of a Party covered by the Agreement, and

a)

to the substantive provisions8 of other international agreements
relating to investment that enter into force after this Agreement has
entered into force.

(B) Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party treatment no less
favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to investors of any
other Party or of a non-Party with respect to the management, conduct,
operation, expansion, sale or other disposition of investments. Where a
foreign investor of a Party or non-Party may, under domestic law, establish an investment, this provision shall apply to the extent it is not inconsistent with such domestic law relating to the establishment or acquisition of investments.
(C) Each Party shall accord to investments of investors of another Party treatment no less favourable than that it accords, in like circumstances, to
investments of investors of any other Party or of a non-Party with respect
to the management, conduct, operation, expansion, sale or other disposition of investments.
(D) Each Party shall accord to investors of another Party, and to investments
of investors of another Party, the better of the treatment required by this
Article and the national treatment obligation in Article 5.
(E) Paragraphs (B)–(D) do not oblige one Party to extend to the investors of
another Party the benefit of any treatment, preference or privilege contained in
i)

any existing or future customs union, free trade area, common market, any international environmental agreement to which the
investor’s home state is not a Party, or

ii)

any international agreement or arrangement relating wholly or mainly
to taxation or any domestic legislation relating wholly or mainly to
taxation.

(F) Paragraphs (C)–(E) of Article 5 apply, mutatis mutandis, to the present
Article.
8

This Article does not apply to procedural, institutional or dispute settlement provisions of
other international agreements relating to investment that enter into force after this
Agreement.

Article 6 Commentary
The most-favoured-nation (MFN) rule has long been associated with international investment
agreements, but has recently become very controversial. Some arbitrations have allowed investors
to essentially “cherry-pick” from any and all international investment rules or domestic laws
14
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available to any foreign investor. The result has been growing uncertainty for host states as to
what their obligations are under an agreement, and growing opportunities for expansive readings
of existing agreements by arbitrators at the behest of investors.
This text for an MFN provision would end such mischief. It would limit the use of MFN principles to future agreements only, while maintaining a broad sweep for national measures to be
covered. This is important because any backwards use of the MFN provision would not just
maintain the cherry-picking opportunity, but allow previous IIAs to prevail over this one to the
extent that they are not rendered inapplicable by virtue of either the home or host states not being
a Party to this Agreement. (This issue is raised in Article 34, Relationship to Other Agreements.)
Without this new restriction, one country with a large number of BITs that did not join this
Agreement could, in practice, render large parts of it inoperable for large numbers of states. For
example, if the United Kingdom, with over 80 bilateral treaties, chose not to join this Agreement,
investors from Parties to this Agreement could rely on a U.K. BIT with their host state to alter
its rights under this Agreement if that were more favourable to them as investors. Because this
Agreement seeks to create a different balance of rights and obligations between host states and
investors, that might often be the case.
The use of the word “substantive” and its accompanying footnote ensure that only the substantive provisions of any future agreement will be subject to the MFN rule, not dispute settlement
provisions or procedures that might be specifically established in a bilateral or regional context.

Article 7: Minimum international standards
(A) Each Party shall accord to investors or their investments treatment in
accordance with customary international law, including fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security. This obligation shall be
understood to be consistent with the obligation of host states, in particular under Article 19 of this Agreement.

✍

(B) Paragraph (A) prescribes the customary international law minimum standard of treatment of aliens as the minimum standard of treatment to be
afforded to investments. The concepts of “fair and equitable treatment”
and “full protection and security” are included within this standard, and
do not create additional substantive rights.
(C) Each Party shall accord to investors and investments non-discriminatory
treatment with respect to measures it adopts or maintains relating to
losses suffered by investments in its territory owing to armed conflict or
civil strife.
(D) Notwithstanding Paragraph (C), if an investor of a Party, in the situations
referred to in that Paragraph, suffers a loss in the territory of the other
Party resulting from:
i)

requisitioning of its investment or part thereof by the latter’s forces
or authorities; or

ii)

destruction of its investment or part thereof by the latter’s forces or
authorities, which was not required by the necessity of the situation,

the latter Party shall provide the investor restitution or compensation, which
in either case shall be prompt, adequate and effective, and, with respect to
compensation, shall be in readily convertible form.
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Article 7 Commentary
The Minimum International Standards Article sets a baseline standard for treatment that is, in
effect, expected of all governments. It is not comparative in nature like the national treatment or
MFN provisions. The standard was relatively uncontroversial until a few years ago, when it
became the subject of several arbitrations where investors sought to expand its meanings to
include other treaty obligations and more.
This provision returns to the classic intention of all Parties in drafting such a provision, to set a
minimum threshold of conduct that would clearly shock the impartial observer. This is the hallmark of the reference to customary international law. However, the reference to customary international law also means that the standard does evolve over time, and today it would include, in
the eyes of many, some basic elements of transparency and non-arbitrariness. These are brought
in by reference to Article 19, which sets out what might be termed a minimum level of good governance obligation on host states. As Article 19 also makes it clear that not all states have achieved
the same standards of governance, and therefore investors cannot expect one level of standard
from all host states, the cross reference also makes it clear that this is not intended to be a standard determined by reference to OECD standards of good governance when non-OECD governments are involved.

Article 8: Expropriation
(A) No Party may directly or indirectly nationalize or expropriate an investment in its territory (“expropriation”), except:
i)

for a public purpose;

ii)

on a nondiscriminatory basis;

iii) in accordance with due process of law; and
iv) on payment of compensation in accordance with Paragraphs (B)–(F).
(B) Appropriate compensation shall normally be equivalent to the fair market
value of the expropriated investment immediately before the expropriation took place (“date of expropriation”), and shall not reflect any change
in value occurring because the intended expropriation had become
known earlier. Valuation criteria shall include going concern value, asset
value including declared tax value of tangible property, and other criteria,
as appropriate, to determine fair market value. Compensation may be
adjusted to reflect aggravating conduct by an investor or conduct that
does not seek to mitigate damages.
(C) Compensation shall be paid without delay and be fully realizable.
(D) If payment is made in a G7 currency, compensation shall include interest
at a commercially reasonable rate for that currency from the date of
expropriation until the date of actual payment.
(E) If a Party elects to pay in a currency other than a G7 currency, the amount
paid on the date of payment, if converted into a G7 currency at the market rate of exchange prevailing on that date, shall be no less than if the
amount of compensation owed on the date of expropriation had been
converted into that G7 currency at the market rate of exchange prevailing on that date, and interest had accrued at a commercially reasonable
rate for that G7 currency from the date of expropriation until the date of
payment.
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(F) On payment, compensation shall be freely transferable. Awards that are
significantly burdensome on a host state may be paid yearly over a period of three years or such other period as agreed by the Parties, subject
to interest at the rate established by agreement of the disputants or by
a tribunal.

✍

(G) This Article does not apply to the issuance of compulsory licences granted
in relation to intellectual property rights, or to the revocation, limitation
or creation of intellectual property rights, to the extent that such
issuance, revocation, limitation or creation is consistent with applicable
international agreements on intellectual property.
(H) A non-discriminatory measure of general application shall not be considered an expropriation of a debt security or loan covered by this
Agreement solely on the ground that the measure imposes costs on the
debtor that cause it to default on the debt.
(I)

Consistent with the right of states to regulate and the customary international law principles on police powers, bona fide, non-discriminatory
regulatory measures taken by a Party that are designed and applied to
protect or enhance legitimate public welfare objectives, such as public
health, safety and the environment, do not constitute an indirect expropriation under this Article.9

9

By contrast, a measure in the form of legislation or a regulation that takes title to property would not fall under the indirect expropriation formulation.

Article 8 Commentary
The inclusion of a provision prohibiting expropriation without compensation is standard fare. It
must be noted that expropriation is not prohibited, but requires specific conditions to be fulfilled,
including being non-discriminatory, and compensation to be paid. This is seen in Paragraph (A).
Paragraph B sets out the rule on the evaluation of expropriated property for compensation purposes. It follows the general principle of fair market value, but adds that investor conduct contributing to damages or to non-mitigation of damages may be considered. This is a reflection of
fairly widely understood factors in assessing damages for an expropriation.
Subsequent Paragraphs (C)–(F) ensure that compensation is made in a manner that is prompt
and effective for the investor being paid.
Paragraphs (G) and (H) set out common understandings of governmental acts that are not considered as expropriations. These are specific carve-outs from the content of the Article.
Paragraph (I) deals with a central issue of concern. Where there is a full taking of property, expropriation provisions are generally not problematic today, although some governments and analysts maintain that the expropriation of foreign-owned property may, in some cases, not be compensable. This
position is not adopted here, given the evolution of international law in the last several years.
Three harder issues arise where there is something less than a complete taking of title to property.
One is called measures tantamount to expropriation, i.e., measures that have the same effect but
accomplish this through a less direct manner. Where the effect is the same, most analysts have
agreed that the fact it is not a direct legal taking is not determinative. This is reflected here. The
second issue is creeping expropriation, where a series of measures are used instead of one measure to accomplish the same thing. Again, where the effect is the same, that several measures are
used to create a full taking of all rights to property, analysts generally support the view this is an
expropriation.
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The main issue is where regulations are claimed to create an expropriation because they have a
significant economic impact on the investor. This has arisen as an issue in several arbitrations,
some of which are pending. Although only one case has so far turned on this issue, ongoing concerns have been expressed by many, and several newer agreements adopt language that ensures
normal government regulations cannot be considered an expropriation.
The formulation intended to do this in Paragraph (I) takes a very clear line: a measure taken to
protect or enhance basic public welfare interests shall not be considered as an expropriation. This
is stronger language than in the U.S. model BIT, which states that this shall normally be the case,
and is closer to the new Canadian model agreement.
The rule here is absolute, subject to the test of the regulatory measure being “bona fide,” which
can be assessed by an arbitral tribunal. Bona fide is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as
“with good faith (acting or done in good faith; sincerely; genuinely),” or as “Good Faith, freedom
from intent to deceive.” Black’s Law Dictionary (5th edition) defines bona fide as “in or with good
faith, honestly, openly and sincerely; without deceit or fraud; truly, actually without simulation
or pretense”; and other similar formulations.” The essence here is the good faith behind the measure, that it not be for deceitful or for ulterior motives.
This test is very different, and quite deliberately so, from the trade law test of “necessary” that is
often used in relation to regulatory measures. That test has a long jurisprudence which IISD
believes should not be incorporated here, including tests of proportionality, least trade restrictiveness and others that have little place here. IISD believes the standard of bona fide, used in its
plain meaning, is more appropriate and useful here.
Some formulations, such as “would not normally be,” have been applied to this issue instead of
the absolute test set out here. IISD believes that this issue must also be seen in the light of other
remedies available under the Agreement for illicit regulatory measures, for example under the
minimum international standards or national treatment rules. Certainty for governments is seen
as a higher value here than additional remedies for investors on regulatory measures under the
expropriation heading. The language makes it clear, however, that it is indirect expropriation, not
direct expropriation, that is covered by this carve-out. The reference to the “police powers” rule
buttresses this Paragraph through its reference to customary international law in this area.
The formulation also ensures, contrary to some arbitral decisions, that the purposes of the measure must
be included in the analysis. This is an essential element in understanding and applying the customary
international law rule on the exercise of police powers, and should be an important part of a final text.
Finally, this text creates what in legal terms is known as a carve-out from the rules on expropriation: by definition such a regulatory measure is not an expropriation. An investor would have to
show that the measure is not bona fide, for example that it has a disguised purpose;, that it is irrelevant for the stated purposes; that it is adopted through corruption; etc. This is very different
from the idea of a regulatory “exception” which would have regulations defined as expropriations
unless the host state could show they fit into an exception category. A carve-out keeps the burden
of proof on the investor, where it should be in such a case.

Article 9: Senior management and boards of
directors
(A) No Party may require that an investment appoint to senior management
positions individuals of any particular nationality.
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Part 2: Standards of Treatment of Foreign Investors
(B) A Party may require that a majority of the board of directors, or any committee thereof, of an investment, be of a particular nationality, or resident
in the territory of the Party, provided that the requirement does not materially impair the ability of the investor to exercise control over its investment.

✍

C) Subject to generally applicable rules of entry, no Party may unduly restrict
or prevent the cross-border movement of senior management and members of the boards of directors of an investment.

Article 9 Commentary
This is a fairly standard kind of provision. It assures investors that they will be able to have the
management officers they wish to manage the investment, with some exception that allows host
states to ensure a minimal level of representation on a Board. This provision is generally not problematic. The use of the term “investment” is based on the definition section, and thus only covers foreign investments.

Article 10: Transfers of assets

✍

(A) Each Party shall permit all transfers relating to an investment to be made
freely and without delay. Such transfers include:
i)

profits, dividends, interest, capital gains, royalty payments, management fees, technical assistance and other fees, returns in kind, physical assets and other amounts derived from the investment;

ii)

proceeds from the sale of all or any part of the investment or from
the partial or complete liquidation of the investment;

iii) payments made under a contract entered into by the investor, or its
investment, including payments made pursuant to a loan agreement;
iv) payments made pursuant to Article 8; and
v)

payments arising under any dispute settlement process.

(B) Each Party shall permit transfers to be made in a freely usable currency
at the market rate of exchange prevailing on the date of transfer with
respect to spot transactions in the currency to be transferred.
(C) Notwithstanding Paragraphs (A) and (B), a Party may prevent a transfer
through the equitable, non-discriminatory and good faith application of
its laws relating to:
i)

bankruptcy, insolvency or the protection of the rights of creditors;

ii)

issuing, trading or dealing in securities;

iii) criminal or penal offenses;
iv) reports of transfers of currency or other monetary instruments; or
v)

ensuring the satisfaction of judgments in adjudicatory proceedings.

(D) Notwithstanding Paragraph (B), a Party may restrict transfers or returns
in kind in circumstances where it could otherwise restrict such transfers
under this Agreement.
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Article 10 Commentary
This Article assures investors of their ability to move their assets from the place of the investment
to the home state. It does not prevent the imposition of taxes or other normal government fees,
royalties, etc. The provision is buttressed by a balance of payments exception in Article 51 that
allows governments to manage all currency flows in the event of such a crisis without being in
breach of the Agreement. Some form of such an exception is essential today, given the likelihood
of more currency and balance of payment crises in the future.
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PART 3: OBLIGATIONS AND DUTIES OF
INVESTORS AND INVESTMENTS

✍

Article 11: General obligations
(A) Investments are subject to the laws and regulations of the host state.
(B) Investors and investments must comply with the host state measures prescribing the formalities of establishing an investment, and accept host
state jurisdiction with respect to the investment.
(C) Investors and investments shall strive, through their management policies
and practices, to contribute to the development objectives of the host states
and the local levels of government where the investment is located.
(D) An investor shall provide such information to a potential host State Party
as that Party may require concerning the investment in question for purposes of decision-making in relation to that investment or solely for statistical purposes. The Party shall protect any confidential business information from any disclosure that would prejudice the competitive position
of the investor or the investment. Nothing in this Paragraph shall be construed to prevent a Party from otherwise obtaining or disclosing information in connection with the equitable and good faith application of its
domestic law.

Article 11 Commentary
Article 11 establishes a basic understanding that foreign investments are subject to the laws of the
host state that they enter. This is a statement of existing law, not new law or principle.
Paragraph (A) sets out the general rule. Paragraph (B) ensures the rule clearly applies to the entry
of a foreign investor into a host state. Neither is especially exceptional, but it does help set the
legal balance between rights and obligations that the Agreement seeks to establish.
Paragraph (C) adds a general duty of investors to contribute to the host state and local community
in a manner consistent with its development objectives. The reference to management policies and
practices takes the matter beyond simply providing jobs, which is of course important, to including
consideration of host state development objectives and planning, as well as potentially broader
instruments such as the Millennium Development Goals. However, it is in language that is one of
effort, not result. This sets a tone and expectation but it removes all but the most egregious of situations from any real dispute settlement context. This is a largely aspirational provision.
Paragraph (D) requires an investor to disclose to a Party making decisions about an investment
all information it may require for that purpose, or for statistical purposes. This helps to ensure
that decisions made by host states are as informed as possible. Confidential business information
must, however, remain protected by a receiving state. Such protection is routine today.

Article 12: Pre-establishment impact assessment
A) Investors or the investment shall comply with environmental assessment
screening criteria10 and assessment processes applicable to their
10
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Screening criteria include issues related to the size of an enterprise, its inputs and its outputs,
each of which impact the scope of an assessment that may be required. These will normally
exempt small enterprises and many service-related enterprises from the application of any
assessment process. By contrast, resource-related projects will rarely be exempted.
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proposed investments prior to their establishment, as required by the
laws of the host state for such an investment or the laws of the home
state for such an investment, whichever is more rigorous in relation to
the investment in question. On all occasions, the investor or investment
shall comply with the minimum standards on environmental impact
assessment and screening that the Parties shall adopt at the first meeting of the Parties, to the extent these are applicable to the investment in
question.

✍

(B) Investors or the investment shall conduct a social impact assessment of
the potential investment. The Parties shall adopt standards for this purpose at the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties.
(C) Investors or the investment shall make the environmental and social
impact assessments public and accessible in the local community and to
affected interests in the host state where the investment is intended to
be made prior to the completion of the host state measures prescribing
the formalities for establishing an investment.
(D) Investors, their investment and host state authorities shall apply the precautionary principle to their environmental impact assessment and to
decisions taken in relation to a proposed investment, including any necessary mitigating or alternative approaches to the investment, or precluding the investment if necessary.11 The application of the precautionary principle by investors and investments shall be described in the environmental impact assessment they undertake.
11

The precautionary principle is defined in Article 15 of the Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development as follows: “In order to protect the environment, the precautionary
approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities. Where there are
threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as
a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.”

Article 12 Commentary
This Article takes a concrete step towards ensuring investments contribute to sustainable development by establishing a minimum obligation for investors, subject to screening criteria applied in all
assessment processes, to undertake an environmental and social impact assessment of the proposed
investment. Paragraph (A) requires the more rigorous of the relevant home state or host state assessment rules to be applied. Paragraph (A) also calls for a minimum standard for such a process to be
agreed to by the Parties, to buttress any situation where no process exists or they are weak. Paragraph
(B) is less specific in relation to social impacts of an investment due to the fact that far fewer governments have established social impact assessment processes in law. Thus, it will rely more upon
the Parties establishing a process for this purpose at the first meeting of the Parties.
The notion of using the first meeting of the Parties to adopt key minimum standards on environmental impact assessment and social impact assessment derives from many precedents in multilateral environmental agreements. It is especially important here, to ensure that the minimum
standards are developed with the developing country Parties at the table. This is a key element to
ensure fairness, the absence of “green conditionality” and the acceptability of such processes by
all stakeholders.
Requiring this to be done at the first meeting of the Parties sets a clear timetable that reflects the
importance of the issue. An alternative approach is to adopt a currently existing standard or
process, such as that used by the International Finance Corporation. This was the initial direction of IISD’s thinking, but we believe the approach set out above provides better interim clarity
and a better opportunity for acceptance of this responsibility, based on the laws of the home state
that will be well known to an investor, or the laws it will have to apply as a matter of course in
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the host state. Finally, we note the most recent acceptance of this type of approach in the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, which entered into force in 2004. There, the absence of a
domestic process to assess the impacts of genetically modified organisms, or the presence of a
weak process for this purpose, is shorn up by the establishment of minimum requirements in the
Protocol that States can require a potential importer or exporter of such products to apply. The
same principle is being followed here.
Paragraph (C) provides a minimum rule that the information gathered and assessed must be made
public and accessible to affected interests in the local community where the investment will be
made, and before any final decisions are taken by the host state to allow the investment. Under
generally applicable screening criteria, when no assessment is required this obligation would be
inapplicable as well. This minimum obligation ensures that communities will be adequately
informed about potential activities in its local area, and that communities will generally have a
chance to respond if needed. This initial provision of information is a foundation element of
strong community/investor relations in our view. Paragraph (C) does not require public hearings
or other procedures for public participation that are widely accepted as good practice. It is, however, likely that such provisions will be found either in the host state or in the home state assessment requirements. The Conference of the Parties can also take up this issue as part of its creating minimum standards.
The inclusion of a direct statement on the application of the precautionary principle, as defined in
the 1992 Rio Declaration, sets an important part of the assessment and subsequent decision-making
process in place. The principle itself does not determine a specific outcome from any given assessment, but it does require full consideration of preventive measures when a proposed investment may
create environmental damages. Putting in place such measures at the initial stages of an investment is
widely recognized as more effective, cheaper and more beneficial to the investment, the local community, the host state and the environment. The business case, as well as the host state case, for this
is overwhelming, as acknowledged in the work of organizations such as the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development and the Ten Principles set out in the Global Compact.

Article 13: Anti-corruption
(A) Investors and their investments shall not, prior to the establishment of an
investment or afterwards, offer, promise or give any undue pecuniary or
other advantage, whether directly or through intermediaries, to a public
official of the host state, or a member of an official’s family or business
associate or other person in close proximity to an official, for that official
or for a third party, in order that the official or third party act or refrain
from acting in relation to the performance of official duties, in order to
achieve any favour in relation to a proposed investment or any licences,
permits, contracts or other rights in relation to an investment.
The second edition has added the words “or a member of an official’s
family or business associate or other person in close proximity to an official” to the original text. This closes a potential loophole in current legal
texts at the national and international level that do not seem to include
bribes given to an official's family directly, or to other close associates,
within the scope of covered illegal activity. The added words leave no
such uncertainty or ambiguity. Similar language is added to the complimentary articles on anti-corruption, Articles 22 and 32.
(B) Investors and their investments shall not be complicit in any act described
in Paragraph (A), including incitement, aiding and abetting, and conspiracy to commit or authorization of such acts.
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Article 13 Commentary
This obligation takes its terms from the 2003 United Nations Convention Against Corruption
and the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International
Business, which entered into force in 1999. The terminology is meant to ensure the range of conduct covered is comprehensive and effective. The goal is simple—to make corruptive practices
unacceptable as business practice. This obligation is to be enforced through related obligations on
host and home states, and through a provision that allows for the abrogation of the rights of
investors or investments under this Agreement if they have not complied with this rule.

Article 14: Post-establishment obligations

✍

(A) Investments shall, in keeping with good practice requirements relating to
the size and nature of the investment, maintain an environmental management system. Companies with over [250][500] employees, in areas of
resource exploitation and high-risk industrial enterprises shall maintain a
current certification to ISO 14001 or an equivalent environmental management standard. Emergency response and decommissioning plans
shall be included in the environmental management system process.12
(B) Investors and investments should uphold human rights in the workplace
and in the state and community in which they are located. Investors shall
not undertake or cause to be undertaken, acts that breach such human
rights. Investors and investments shall not by complicit with, or assist in,
the violation of the human rights by others in the host state, including
by public authorities or during civil strife. The Parties shall, at their first
meeting, adopt a list of international human rights and human rights
instruments to assist investors in complying with this Provision.
(C) Investors and investments shall act in accordance with core labour standards as required by the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights of Work, 1998.13
(D) Investors and investments shall not manage or operate the investments in a
manner that circumvents international environmental,14 labour and human
rights obligations to which the host state and/or home state are Parties.
12

13

14

The ability to maintain a current certification may be hampered by lack of qualified certification bodies in some regions. This may be seen as a temporary problem when alternatives are being pursued in good faith by an investment.
These core labour standards are further elaborated, in accordance with the Declaration, in
ILO Conventions concerning freedom of association, the elimination of forced labour, the
abolition of child labour and the elimination of discrimination in the work place.
Several international environmental agreements have differentiated obligations.
Circumvention of an agreement does not occur when the differentiated obligations of the
host state under an agreement are not breached.

Article 14 Commentary
These post-establishment obligations contain no new or untested principles. Rather, they make the application of known tools or legal standards of conduct a requirement for investors through the Agreement.
The first is environmental management. This is a reflection of what is required by good practice
globally today, and is consistent with the approach in the ISO 14000 series and other comparable standards. It is recognized that certification capacity may not be present in all countries or all
regions, and that this may hamper compliance. Our approach here is to look to the good faith
effort of an investor to overcome such lack of capacity, as opposed to use this to justify perma-
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nent non-compliance. The number of employees to be used as a cut-off for mandatory certification should be agreed during the negotiations.
The second is an obligation to act consistently with human rights norms. The relationship
between private parties and human rights continues to evolve in international law. Most international human rights instruments direct themselves to states, and to the need for domestic law to
implement them. This proposal goes further, in keeping with such recent developments as the
OECD Guidelines, the Global Compact and the ongoing development of the UN Norms on
Responsibilities of Transnational Corporations cited in the Preamble text. It requires corporations to
behave in a way that is consistent with basic human rights, and not to act in a manner that assists others in breaching such norms. Related obligations for host and home states are dealt with separately.
The formulation used here does not, for example, make corporations liable to build schools to achieve
a child’s right to education. It does not encompass such proactive requirements, which are noted in
Article 16 on corporate social responsibility. Rather, the Article prohibits acts of commission or omission in breach of human rights, either directly by a company (for example, paying individuals or
groups to break up a union meeting, discriminating in pay against indigenous women) or in supporting in some manner others who are engaged in acts that breach human rights obligations. Article
44 provides an initial short process for any tribunals under this Agreement to address any issue
brought before it, with more detailed procedures to be established by the Conference of the Parties.
Matters related to a breach of these obligations would fall within that.
The language of this Paragraph is derived from the OECD and UN instruments on bribery and
corruption and the introductory words of Principles 1 and 2 of the Global Compact. Requiring
acts of investors for a breach to take place adds some precision and certainty for investors, who
cannot be held responsible for acts committed by others in their host state.
The provision calling for greater precision to be added by the Parties at their first meeting will
assist all stakeholders in clarifying the full reach of this provision.
Compliance with the globally accepted ILO core labour principles should be non-controversial,
given the acceptance of this instrument by almost all countries of the world in the tri-partite ILO
structure (labour, business, governments). The Article incorporates this by direct reference and
thus supports this instrument rather than seek an alternative route to these issues.
Paragraph (D) is different from the others in that it seeks to ensure that investors do not seek new
places to invest to avoid or circumvent international norms applicable in their home states. The
principle is simple, that investors should not go looking for safe havens for otherwise inappropriate or illegal operations. However, one must also recognize that in some fields international agreements apply differentiated obligations, and that some states legitimately choose not to participate
in certain international agreements.

Article 15: Corporate governance and practices
In accordance with the size and nature of an investment,
(A) Investments shall meet or exceed national and internationally accepted
standards of corporate governance for the sector involved, in particular
for transparency and accounting practices.
(B) Investors and investments shall make available to the public any investment contract or agreement with the host state government(s) involved
in the investment authorization process, subject to the redaction of confidential business information. Investors or investments shall publish all
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information relating to payments made to host state public authorities,
including taxes, royalties, surcharges, fees and all other payments.

✍

(C) Investments shall establish and maintain, where appropriate, local community liaison processes, in accordance with internationally accepted
standards when available.
(D) Where relevant internationally accepted standards of the type described
in this Article are not available or have been developed without the participation of developing countries, the Conference of the Parties may
establish such standards.

Article 15 Commentary
Article 15 addresses another emerging issue, that of corporate governance. In the absence of comprehensive international standards, this one is more difficult to deal with. Nonetheless, some
minimum standards can be adduced for disclosure of information and transparency, deriving
from several related processes in this field. These basic elements give additional means to combat
corruption inside a company as well as in its relations with others.
Paragraph (D) recognizes that a sufficient breadth of standards does not yet exist in this area, and
that many standards which do exist may not have been developed with a broad base of participation. This Paragraph allows the Conference of the Parties established by the Agreement to take
the actions it deems necessary to address this concern.

Article 16: Corporate social responsibility
(A) In addition to the obligation to comply with all applicable laws and regulations of the host state and the obligations in this Agreement, and in
accordance with the size, capacities and nature of an investment, and
taking into account the development plans and priorities of the host
state, the Millennium Development Goals and the indicative list of key
responsibilities provided in Annex F, investors and their investments
should strive to make the maximum feasible contributions to the sustainable development of the host state and local community through
high levels of socially responsible practices.

✍

(B) Investors should apply the ILO Tripartite Declaration on Multinational
Enterprises and Social Policy and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises, as well as specific or sectoral standards of responsible practice where these exist.
(C) Where standards of corporate social responsibility increase, investors
should strive to apply and achieve the higher level standards.

Article 16 Commentary
This Article sets out the beyond compliance aspirations of corporate social responsibility as it is most
widely understood. Investment negotiations to date, to the extent they have addressed any investor
responsibilities, have done so in a non-binding way only. This Model begins with minimum legal
obligations in the preceding articles and then supplements them with the CSR approach.
When moving beyond specific legal obligations, there are an increasing number of sources and
resources for investors to draw upon to establish appropriate social policies for interaction with the
local communities. Through reference to the two existing broad-based instruments on corporate
responsibility for multinational companies, a broad-brush approach is established. By including a reference to sectoral standards, it establishes the OECD and ILO texts as minimum standards for con27
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sideration by investor and investments. The indicative list of issues of concern found in Annex F should
be understood, for present purposes, as a very preliminary list for further development.

Article 17: Investor liability

✍

Investors shall be subject to civil actions for liability in the judicial process of
their home state for the acts or decisions made in relation to the investment
where such acts or decisions lead to significant damage, personal injuries or
loss of life in the host state.

Article 17 Commentary
The issue of investor liability is an important one today, given the growth in foreign investment,
in particular in sectors where significant impacts from accidents, negligence or risk management
choices can arise. Mining, chemicals, forestry, heavy manufactures are but some of the sectors
where foreign investments have had major incidents in recent years. The Bhopal disaster of 1984
is, of course, the best known. But it is far from the only such situation.
This Article addresses the liability of the investor in such circumstances. It is a simple article in
principle, but can be more difficult in practice. This is a companion article to one found in Part
6 on home state obligations, which is actually necessary to give this statement of legal principle
effect. This is because many judicial systems have rules today that prevent legal actions being
taken for damages that occur in another jurisdiction, regardless of where decisions leading to the
damages may have been taken. This Article, combined with the later one, will set the principle
that courts in the home state will have jurisdiction to hear a case for civil damages against an
investor for acts or decisions taken with respect to the investment in question. There is no automatic
liability, and there is no statement of the standard of liability—due diligence, strict or absolute—in
this Article. That is a matter that is left for the civil liability rules in the state in question.
The Article reverses one of the great asymmetries of international law today: that foreign
investors, on the one hand, have special rights because they are foreign investors, while at the same
time they have no liability in the host or home state for the same reason: because they are foreign
investors beyond the scope of host state courts and not subject to home state jurisdiction for damages occurring elsewhere. This approach, which is consistent with new European rules, will reverse
that asymmetry and ensure rights are accompanied by liabilities.

Article 18: Relation of this Part to dispute
settlement
(A) Where an investor or its investment has breached Article 13 of this
Agreement, neither the investor nor the investment shall be entitled to
initiate any dispute settlement process established under this Agreement.
A host or home state may raise this as an objection to jurisdiction in any
dispute under this Agreement, or in the procedure set out in Part 9 of this
Agreement.
(B) Where an investor or its investment is alleged by a host state or an intervener in a dispute settlement proceeding under this Agreement to have
failed to comply with its obligation relating to pre-establishment impact
assessment, the tribunal hearing such a dispute shall consider whether
this breach, if proven, is materially relevant to the issues before it, and if
so, what mitigating or off-setting effects this may have on the merits of
a claim or on any damages awarded in the event of such award.
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(C) Where a host state or home state believes that an investor or its investment has breached Article 13 or has persistently failed to comply with its
obligations under Articles 14 or 15, and such investor or investment has
been notified by the host state or home state, as appropriate, either the
host state or the home state may initiate proceedings before a tribunal
under Part 9 of this Agreement to have the rights of the investor or
investment, as the case may be, abrogated.

✍

(D) Where a persistent failure to comply with Articles 14 or 15 is raised by a
host state defendant or an intervener in a dispute settlement proceeding
under this Agreement, the tribunal hearing such a dispute shall consider
whether this breach, if proven, is materially relevant to the issues before
it, and if so, what mitigating or off-setting effects this may have on the
merits of a claim or on any damages award in the event of such award.
(E) A host state may initiate a counterclaim before any tribunal established
pursuant to this Agreement for damages resulting from an alleged
breach of the Agreement.
(F) In accordance with the applicable domestic law, a host state or private person or organization, may initiate actions for damages under the domestic
law of the host state, or the domestic law of the home state where such
an action relates to the specific conduct of the investor, for damages arising from an alleged breach of the obligations set out in this Part.

Article 18 Commentary
Article 18 provides specific avenues for enforcement of the obligations of an investor and investment. Different approaches are used here for different purposes, reflecting a scale of opportunity
for a state to respond effectively to such breaches, and the contextual importance of a breach.
These responses are tied to the use of the dispute settlement system by an investor. For any breach
of the anti-corruption obligation of an investor or investment, the right to use the investor-state
dispute settlement process can be vitiated by a tribunal. This is a clear and simple line in the sand.
We believe this is now necessary to help end the scourge that corruption has become. It is worth
noting that different tribunals under other investment agreements have come to different conclusions as to how to address corruption, with some either ignoring the issue or downplaying it
as part of business practices in some cases. We believe that any respite or tolerance for such practices must be clearly removed from the system.
Other breaches, however, do not automatically lead to a termination of the right to take proceedings. Rather, for persistent failures to comply with the Agreement, an investor or investment
may be notified that its rights to initiate a proceeding will be challenged before a tribunal, and
may be formally abrogated in that fashion. A short procedure for this is set out in Part 9.
The third element in the approach is for host states or third party interveners to be able to raise
a breach of the obligations as a factor to be considered, if proven, on the merits or damages phases
of a proceeding. The final element is for host states to be able to counterclaim for damages due
to an alleged breach of the obligations in the event an investor has initiated a claim under Part 9.
As the inclusion of investor obligations is new to this area of law, inclusion of mechanisms to
enforce them is also new. Alternatives considered for this purpose included:
•

A full barrier to any investor-state claim if there was any demonstrable breach of an obligation.
This was seen, ultimately, as too harsh and extreme, and open to abuse, allowing any small immaterial breach to vitiate a potentially legitimate claim. Fairness to investors, and certainty in terms
of available remedies, demanded more than a one-size-fits-all response to compliance.
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•

Allowing states or third parties to initiate claims against investors under the dispute settlement
system in the Agreement for damages resulting from an alleged breach. There is a certain instinctive attractiveness to such a tit-for-tat approach, but in the end we believe it fosters reliance on
the international system at the expense of building domestic legal and judicial processes.
Thus, the next option was chosen to supplement the remedies set out in the present Article.

•

An additional alternative that is included in the Agreement is allowing, and in some cases
requiring, recourse to the criminal and civil law in the host state for breaches of the
Agreement or for damages resulting from a breach. The obligation on host states to reflect
some of the investor/investment obligations in their criminal laws is set out for host states, as
is the right to enact a civil law liability by incorporation of the obligations in this Agreement
into domestic law.
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Article 19: Procedural fairness
In accordance with the requirements of Article 7:
(A) Host states shall ensure that their administrative, legislative and judicial
processes do not operate in a manner that is arbitrary or that denies
administrative and procedural fairness to investors and investments.
Investors or investments shall be notified in a timely fashion of administrative or judicial proceedings directly relating to them, unless such notice
is contrary to domestic law on an exceptional basis.15
(B) Hosts states shall act in a manner that does not create a denial of justice
in judicial and administrative proceedings.16
(C) Administrative decision-making processes shall include the right of
administrative appeal of decisions, commensurate with the level of development of the host state. Judicial review of administrative decisions
should also be available through domestic judicial review processes.
(D) For greater certainty, the Parties understand that different Parties have
different forms of administrative, legislative and judicial systems, and that
states at different levels of development may not achieve the same standards or qualities for their administrative and judicial processes.
Paragraphs (A)–(C) of this Article do not establish a single international
standard in this context.
(E) Host states should strive to improve the transparency, efficiency, independence and accountability of their legislative, regulatory, administrative
and judicial processes, and shall provide review or appeal procedures to
ensure that they operate in accordance with applicable domestic laws
and regulations.
(F) Judicial and administrative review processes shall be open to the public
and documents shall be accessible by the public unless prohibited in
accordance with domestic law. Decisions of such bodies shall be made
available to the public.
15
16

For example, criminal investigations may require that no notice be given to anyone.
The fact that an investor or investment does not achieve a desired result does not constitute a denial of justice.

Article 19 Commentary
This Article sets out expectations of host states derived from the text of Article 7, Minimum
International Standards. The elements included here are derived from a number of arbitral decisions and the texts of newer agreements in the field. They reflect core elements of the minimum
international standards rules, in particular on fair and equitable treatment.
The critical tests are stated in Paragraph (A) and (B): investors and investments should be dealt
with in a manner that is not arbitrary, that does not deny fairness and that does not create a denial
of justice. The language is phrased in the negative: they shall not act in a manner that is arbitrary
or denies fairness. This puts a legal focus on how an individual situation is dealt with, as opposed
to the precise design of a host state’s procedures at a broader level (though the design of the
process may be relevant in any given instance). Paragraph (C), however, does require at least one
systemic element to be present, requiring at least some form of administrative appeal for administrative decisions that will be able to meet these tests.
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Paragraph (D) is important in this context, or alternatively in the context of Article 7 itself. It
addresses a trend in some arbitration decisions to disregard the level of development of a host state
as a factor in assessing the standard of procedural fairness the investor should expect. Other arbitrations have held, expressly, that the level of development and political history of a state are relevant factors in assessing the level or quality of process an investor should understand is present in a
host state and thus should legally be entitled to. Paragraph (D) makes a clear policy choice here in
support of this second line of decisions, and against a one-size-fits-all international standard.
At the same time, the Article then goes on to make it clear that all states should try to improve
the standards they provide in this area. Public access to judicial and administrative processes is set
out here, as well as to the decisions they produce.
Overall, this Article seeks to give some detail to the rights of investments and investors to minimum international standards of treatment, while ensuring states are not confronted with overly
expansive obligations that may simply be beyond their capacity to attain.
NB: “Umbrella Clause” Many international investment agreements include what has become known
as an “umbrella clause.” With some variation on the theme, an umbrella clause is one that says a host
state must comply with all the obligations or agreements it has entered into with an investor. This very
broad language has now been interpreted to make any breach of a contract, agreement, licence, permit, etc. by a host state a matter of international law under the Agreement in question.
IISD does NOT include such a provision in this model text. Rather, the obligations on host states
are made specific and, we hope, clear. IISD believes it is inappropriate to grant to an international
Dispute Settlement Body full jurisdiction to hear any type of complaint for breach of contract,
or breach of a permit, etc. as a direct breach of an international agreement through the umbrella
clause. We thus suggest that this type of clause not be included among the host state obligations.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to predict with certainty where the text of such a clause might
appear, so negotiators must understand the meaning of such language and be able to address it,
whether it is part of a set of obligations or a single article.

Article 20: Maintenance of environmental and
other standards

✍

The Parties recognize that it is inappropriate to encourage investment by relaxing domestic labour, public health, safety or environmental measures. They
shall not waive or otherwise derogate from, or offer to waive or otherwise
derogate from, such measures as an encouragement for the establishment,
acquisition, expansion or retention in their territories, of an investment.

Article 20 Commentary
The origin of this Article goes back to the NAFTA Chapter on investment, where it related only to
environmental measures. At that time it was also phrased in a non-binding manner: states “should
not” waive or reduce their standards to attract or maintain investment. Here, it is proposed as a
mandatory standard covering environmental, labour, public health and safety standards.
In practice it is difficult to enforce. However, both the state-state dispute settlement and the
investor-state process could be used for this purpose if needed. Enforcement problems notwithstanding, it is, we believe, critical to maintain a clear and strong prohibition against lowering standards today, as environmental problems increase and competition for investment also increases. This
is one of few mechanisms available to seek to maintain a level playing field for states in this regard,
and to prevent a potential “race to the bottom” in environmental or other standards.
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Article 21: Minimum standards for environmental,
labour and human rights protection

✍

(A) Recognizing the right of each Party to establish its own level of domestic
environmental protection and its own sustainable development policies
and priorities, and to adopt or modify its environmental laws and regulations, each Party shall ensure that its laws and regulations provide for
high levels of environmental protection and shall strive to continue to
improve those laws and regulations.
(B) Each Party shall ensure that its laws and regulations provide for high levels of labour and human rights protection appropriate to its economic
and social situation, and shall strive to continue to improve these laws
and regulations.
(C) All Parties shall have, as a soon as practicable, a domestic environmental
impact assessment law and social impact assessment law that meets the
minimum standards adopted by the Conference of the Parties on these
matters.
(D) All Parties shall ensure that their domestic law and policies are consistent
with the core labor requirements of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental
Principles and Rights of Work, 1998.
(E) All parties shall ensure that their laws, policies and actions are consistent
with the international human rights agreements to which they are a Party
and, at a minimum, as soon as practicable with the list of human rights
obligations and agreements to be adopted by the first meeting of the
Parties.

Article 21 Commentary
This Article derives, in part, from the two side agreements to NAFTA, one on labour and one on
the environment. Each has a provision calling for high levels of domestic law in these fields. The
text above also includes human rights. The Article does not establish the precise content for any
domestic laws in this way, but does set a minimum level for labour and human rights through reference to the critical international instruments that must be complied with in these areas.
Establishing minimum standards in these areas corresponds with the minimum obligations on
investors and investments and will, as a result, provide greater certainty for all in this regard as
well. In addition, ensuring that the minimum obligations are incorporated in domestic law provides increased avenues for enforcement in domestic courts, which should be the most direct and
effective mechanism for such actions to take place.

Article 22: Anti-corruption
All host states shall ensure that
(A) the offering, solicitation or acceptance of an offer, promise or gift of any
pecuniary or other nature, whether directly or through intermediaries, to
any public official of the host state, or a member of an official’s family or
business associate or other person in close proximity to an official, for that
official or for a third party, in order that the official or third party act or
refrain from acting in relation to the performance of official duties to
achieve any favour in relation to a proposed investment or any licences,
permits, contracts or other rights in relation to an investment; and
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(B) any acts complicit in any act described in Paragraph (A), including incitement,
aiding and abetting, conspiracy to commit or authorization of such acts;

✍

shall be made criminal offences in the host state and subject to appropriate
criminal enforcement and sanctions. Host states shall make every effort to
prosecute such activities in accordance with domestic law.

Article 22 Commentary
This obligation follows the language of the obligation on investors and investments not to bribe
or otherwise corrupt public officials. It requires that the conduct be made criminal for all involved
participants, both in the private and public sectors. A similar obligation is set out for home states
as well.

Article 23: Publication of information

✍

Host states shall make available to the public any investment contracts or
agreements with an investor or investment involved in the investment authorization process, subject to the redaction of confidential business information.
Host states shall make available to the public all information relating to payments made to host state public authorities, including taxes, royalties, surcharges, fees and all other payments by investments.

Article 23 Commentary
This Article is a corollary to the similar obligation of investors and investments to make such
information public. This will ensure that information is available and will provide an avenue for
ensuring its accuracy.

Article 24: Subsidies

✍

Potential host states should not compete for the achievement of foreign
investment or investments through subsidies or other means, including tax
relief, that distort international competition for investments. The Parties shall
initiate negotiations on a Protocol to establish legally binding obligations in
this issue, having due regard for the need for special and differential treatment of developing countries, particularly least-developed countries, in such
obligations.

Article 24 Commentary
This Article initiates a process for addressing in a comprehensive manner the distorting influence
of investment subsidies today, in particular at the expense of those states least able to afford them.
The issue is extremely complex and hence what is suggested here is the initiation of a subsequent
negotiation to address this, to begin within one year of the entry into force of the Agreement.
The specific impacts of subsidies on developing and least-developed countries is noted, with a
goal of addressing the special needs that arise in the protocol negotiations.
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PART 5: HOST STATE RIGHTS

✍

Article 25: Inherent rights of states
(A) Host states have, in accordance with the general principles of international law, the right to pursue their own development objectives and priorities.
(B) In accordance with customary international law and other general principles of international law, host states have the right to take regulatory or
other measures to ensure that development in their territory is consistent
with the goals and principles of sustainable development, and with other
social and economic policy objectives.
(C) Except where the rights of a host state are expressly stated as an exception to the obligations of this Agreement, the pursuit of these rights shall
be understood as embodied within a balance of the rights and obligations
of investors and investments and host states, as set out in this agreement,
and consistent with other norms of customary international law.
(D) Bona fide, non-discriminatory, measures taken by a Party to comply with
its international obligations under other treaties shall not constitute a
breach of this Agreement.
(E) Host states may, through their applicable constitutional processes, fully
incorporate this Agreement into their own domestic law so as to make
the provisions herein enforceable before domestic courts or other appropriate processes.

Article 25 Commentary
A previous version of this Article was entitled “The right to development.” However, IISD
believes that the additional concepts stated here broaden the scope of the Article and reflect a
broader set or state rights.
Paragraphs (A) and (B) do not, therefore, restate the right to development, but address in a more
simplified fashion the right of states to pursue their own development goals and objectives, and
related social, economic and other policy goals. The right to regulate is included with the text of
Paragraph (B). Paragraph (C) does not itself subject these measures to the Agreement nor exclude
them from the scope of the Agreement, but restates the goal of a balanced assessment of rights
and obligations for investors/investments and host states.
In doing so, this Article reverses the trend among many arbitrators of interpreting international
investment agreements based on the single objective of protecting investor and investment rights.
The affirmative approach of this Agreement, combined with the absence of language found in
many other agreements to the effect that: “Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent a Party from adopting, maintaining or enforcing any measure otherwise consistent with this
Agreement…” will prevent such an approach from continuing.
The language in quotes above is important to avoid. Such language is not an affirmation of a right to
regulate. In legal terms, it is a mere tautology, stating only that a state can do what it is not prohibited
from doing. Several governments have sought to use this type of article in investment-related arbitrations, but have found it of no legal value. The approach set out above will have legal meaning.
Paragraph (D) adds an additional element by ensuring that measures a host state takes to comply
with international obligations, subject to them being bona fide measures, will not constitute a breach
of this Agreement. “Bona fide” has the same meaning here as it does in Article 8, Expropriation.
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Paragraph (E) is a statement of the existing prerogative of states to implement international obligations into domestic law. Some do this for every international agreement, others must make specific
legislative or administrative efforts to do so, based on different constitutional models. What the
Article is intended to signal, however, is the ability of states to use their own domestic courts for the
enforcement of investment-related obligations under the agreement by incorporating them into
domestic law. In addition, depending on the rights of access to courts in different states, local communities or individuals may have opportunities to enforce its provisions as well, or to seek damages
in the event of breaches of the Agreement leading to injuries or property losses or damages. IISD
believes this route is preferable to using international arbitration for this latter purpose.

Article 26: Performance requirements
(A) The Parties recognize their obligations regarding trade-related investment measures established in other international agreements to which
they are a Party.

✍

(B) Subject to Paragraph (A), host states may impose performance requirements to promote domestic development benefits from investments.
Measures adopted prior to the completion of the host state measures
prescribing the formalities for establishing an investment shall be
deemed to be in compliance with this Agreement. If such measures are
taken after the completion of the host state measures prescribing the
formalities for establishing an investment, they shall be subject to the
provisions of this Agreement.
(C) Measures covered by this Article include requirements:
i)

to export a given level or percentage of goods or services;

ii)

to achieve a given level or percentage of domestic content;

iii) to purchase, use or accord a preference to goods produced or services provided in its territory;
iv) to purchase goods or services from persons in its territory;
v)

to relate the volume or value of imports to the volume or value of
exports or to the amount of foreign exchange flows associated with
such investment;

vi) to restrict sales of goods or services in its territory that such investment produces by relating such sales to the volume or value of its
exports or foreign exchange earnings; and
vii) similar measures intended to promote domestic development.

Article 26 Commentary
Article 26 addresses an issue that is highly controversial: whether investment agreements should
bar so-called “performance requirements” designed to promote domestic development through
linkages by a foreign investment into the host state economy. For example, should a host state be
able to require a foreign investor to purchase XX per cent of its product inputs from domestic
sources? Several investment agreements have prohibited such measures. Most have not.
This text suggests they should not be prohibited. One option is to simply remain silent, applying the maxim that what is not prohibited is permitted. However, because such measures are often
applied on a case-by-case basis, this may create conflicts with other rules, such as the national
treatment or MFN obligations. Hence, the approach here is to expressly allow such measures to
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be taken, and to exempt them from being found in breach of the Agreement through the provision deeming them to be in compliance. However, this applies only to measures taken before all
the formalities or requirements to establish an investment have been completed. Afterwards, the
measures will be fully subject to all the obligations of the Agreement. The reason for this is fairness: prior to an investment actually beginning to establish itself, investors have market-based
options for where to place their investment. When all the conditions are known, an investor will
make its choice. To this point, performance requirements and the economic shift they promote
from foreign investor to local economic actors will then be part of the decision-making process.
This same economic decision-making will ensure that host states act with restraint and clear purpose in this area.
Because performance requirements can impact in a significant way on the economics of an investment, to alter these after the fact would be to alter the decision underlying an investment, a decision usually taken in consultation with the host state. As the factors motivating such measures
should be known prior to an investment being made, the subsequent shift in the economics of an
investment towards other actors in the host state merits coverage by the Agreement in fairness to
the investor. The pre-establishment and post-establishment bifurcation thus seems to reflect both
the need for policy space by host states in this area and the need for fairness by the investor.
The list of measures set out here is derived from NAFTA, an investment agreement that precludes
these measures.

Article 27: Investment promotion and facilitation
Host states may maintain and develop investment promotion and facilitation
agencies and services.

✍

Article 27 Commentary
This Article sets out a fairly routine concept, of host states establishing investment promotion
agencies. This is increasingly common practice today.

Article 28: Access to investor information
(A) Host states have the right to seek information from a potential investor
or its home state about its corporate governance history and its practices
as an investor, including in its home state.

✍

(B) Host states shall protect confidential business information they receive in
this regard.
(C) Host states may make the information provided available to the public in
the community where the investment may be located, subject to the protection of confidential business information and to other applicable
domestic laws.

Article 28 Commentary
The purpose of this Article is to ensure that states can obtain the information needed to make an
informed decision about an investment. In addition, it heightens the role of local communities in
the process, though it stops short of creating an obligation to make the information public. The
objective, however, is to enable a process of local community empowerment.
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PART 6: HOME STATE RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS

✍

Article 29: Assistance and facilitation for foreign
investment
(A) Home states with the capacity to do so should assist developing and
least-developed states in the promotion and facilitation of foreign investment into such states, in particular by their own investors. Such assistance
shall be consistent with the development goals and priorities of the countries in question. Such assistance may include, inter alia:
i)

capacity building with respect to host state agencies and programs
on investment promotion and facilitation;

ii)

insurance programs based on commercial principles;

iii) direct financial assistance in support of the investment or of feasibility studies prior to the investment being established;
iv) technical or financial support for environmental and social impact
assessments of a potential investment;
v)

technology transfer; and

vi) periodic trade missions, support for joint business councils and other
cooperative efforts to promote sustainable investments.
(B) Home states shall inform host states of the form and extent of available
assistance as appropriate for the type and size of different investments.

Article 29 Commentary
It is difficult to compel assistance between states. This Article provides a basis for providing such
assistance in the investment promotion area, and one that can be built upon through work by the
institutional mechanisms developed in later sections. It seeks to promote a constructive engagement between states, at the same time as it reflects several of the key additional elements relating
to our understanding of the core relationship between investment and sustainable development.
A key element in the Article is that assistance from one state to another “shall” be consistent with
the development priorities of the receiving state. In other words, assistance should be targeted to
benefit the host state in question based on their priorities and needs.

Article 30: Information
(A) Home states shall, on request, and in a timely manner, provide to a potential host state such information as is requested and available for the purposes of the host state to meet its obligations and perform its duties in
relation to an investor or investment under this Agreement and the host
state’s domestic law. Home states shall protect confidential business
information in this regard.
(B) Home states shall, on request, and in a timely manner, provide information relevant to the home state standards that might apply under like circumstances to the investment proposed by its investor, including but not
limited to the home state environmental impact assessment process.
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Article 30 Commentary
This Article brings all three actors into the process of information-sharing to ensure that when
new investments are authorized by a host state it is on the basis of adequate and accurate information. The record of an investor, and the regulatory context it might face at home in a similar
context, provide important information in this regard.

Article 31: Investor liability in home state
Home states shall ensure that their legal systems and rules allow for, or do
not prevent or unduly restrict, the bringing of court actions on their merits
before domestic courts relating to the civil liability of investors for damages
resulting from alleged acts or decisions made by investors in relation to their
investments in the territory of other Parties.17 The host state laws on liability
shall apply to such proceedings.
17

✍

This Article requires home states to end such procedural or jurisdictional constraints as
seen in the forum non conveniens rule, or similar rules, that impede hearings on the merits of cases relating to investor acts or decisions.

Article 31 Commentary
This Article is the companion article to Article 17 on liability of investors. It seeks to remove any
barriers that preclude a hearing of such a case on the merits, as discussed in the commentary on
Article 17. In some states, this may require action by different governments, depending on the
constitutional rules in place.

Article 32: Anti-corruption
(A) All home states shall ensure that:
i)

the offer, promise or giving of any money or gift of any other nature,
whether directly or through intermediaries, to any public official of
the host state, or a member of an official’s family or business associate or other person in close proximity to an official, for that official
or for a third party, in order that the official or third party act or
refrain from acting in relation to the performance of official duties to
achieve any favour in relation to a proposed investment or any
licences, permits, contracts or other rights in relation to an investment; and

ii)

any acts complicit in any act described in Paragraph (i), including
incitement, aiding and abetting, conspiracy to commit or authorization of such acts;

✍

shall be made criminal offences in the home state and subject to appropriate criminal enforcement and sanctions. Home states shall make every
effort to prosecute such activities in accordance with domestic law.
(B) All home states shall ensure that any money or other forms of benefits
encompassed in Paragraph (A) shall not be recoverable or deductible in
any fiscal or tax laws or policies.
(C) Home states shall, when possible, provide all available information that
might assist a dispute settlement tribunal under this Agreement in determining whether a breach off an anti-corruption obligation has occurred.
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Article 32 Commentary
This obligation follows the language of the obligation on investors and investments not to bribe
or otherwise corrupt public officials. It requires that the conduct be made criminal for all involved
participants, both in the private and public sectors. A similar obligation is set out for host states
as well.
The Article sets a high standard on the requirement to enforce this Article, as compared to other
options that might, for example, recognize greater ranges of enforcement action that a state may
have available. This is due to the particular nature of this issue, and the need, in keeping with
UN, OECD and other work, to end such practices as rapidly and fully as possible.
Paragraph (B) provides an extra assurance that the activities covered by this Article cannot be seen
as business deductions or expenses in the home state.
Paragraph (C) compels a home state to assist a tribunal with its obligation to determine whether
a breach of the anti-corruption obligations has occurred by providing information it might have
available. This is a logical extension of the seriousness with which this issue is treated in the text
as a whole.
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PART 7: RELATION TO OTHER
AGREEMENTS

✍

Article 33: Relation to other investment
agreements and obligations
(A) Upon the home and host states becoming Parties to this Agreement, all
pre-existing international investment agreements to which they are a
Party shall, as between such states, be deemed to be terminated by
mutual consent and all the rights and obligations due shall be pursuant
to this Agreement. Except as specified in Article 3(F), such termination
shall be immediate notwithstanding any expiration period for the rights
of investors or investments under such pre-existing agreements.
(B) Where states Party to this agreement have an international investment
agreement with a non-Party, they shall strive to renegotiate those agreements to make them consistent with the present Agreement or to ensure
that all Parties to the other Agreement become a Party to this Agreement.
(C) States Party to this agreement shall ensure that all future investment
agreements to which they may become Party are fully consistent with the
present Agreement, particularly with the balance of rights and obligations it establishes, and the principal features of the dispute settlement
system. The Conference of the Parties may be called upon to assess compliance with this obligation on the request of a Party.
(D) Notwithstanding any of the above, any disputes that have been formally
initiated under prior international investment agreements shall be decided
in accordance with the rights and obligations of that agreement.

Article 33 Commentary
The relation of any new agreement, in particular a multilateral or large regional agreement, to preexisting agreements will need to be addressed. In the approach adopted here, the general rule is
that all pre-existing international investment agreements between two states that become Parties
to this Agreement will be terminated, and the rights and obligations of this Agreement will automatically enter into force on entry into force of this Agreement for the two Parties. This Paragraph
is intended to include a situation where any two Parties to a regional international investment
agreement, but not all of them, are Party to the present Agreement.
The first exception to this is in Paragraph (A) and refers back to the very specific circumstances
where a sector or measure is excluded from coverage of this Agreement by a Party, but a pre-established investment has relied upon such a measure for all or part of its operations. In those circumstances, the prior agreement remains in force for the duration of its expiration period.
The second exception is when a dispute has already been formally initiated under another
Agreement. In that case, the dispute shall be decided based on the prior Agreement.
Paragraph (B) calls on all Parties to this Agreement to renegotiate any agreements they have with
a non-Party to achieve the same rights and obligations set out here, as well as the principal features of the dispute settlement system. The intent is to generate a continuous process of harmonization of all international investment agreements based on this model, and subject to the dispute settlement process it establishes.
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Paragraph (C) recognizes that states may enter into other international investment agreements in
the future. It requires such provisions to meet the same balance of rights and obligations as seen
here, and the principal features of the dispute settlement system. Review of a conflict in this
regard is left in the hands of the Conference of the Parties.
It should be recognized that some fine tuning of this approach may be needed due to the complexity or specificity of some agreements. Should this need arise, it is hoped that the principles
set out here will be applied to the maximum extent.

Article 34: Relation to other international
agreements

✍

(A) The Parties agree that the provisions of other international trade agreements to which they are a Party are consistent with the provisions of this
Agreement. The Parties shall seek to interpret such agreements in a
mutually supportive manner.
(B) In the event of any dispute arising on this issue, the Parties shall seek to
resolve such dispute within the mechanisms of this agreement as a first
step.
(C) The Parties hereby re-affirm their obligations under international environmental and human rights agreements to which they are a Party.

Article 34 Commentary
Paragraphs (A) and (B) of this Article sends an important legal signal that the Parties or a dispute
settlement panel should interpret this agreement to be consistent with trade agreements where
there are overlapping provisions, and should interpret those provisions in trade agreements to be
consistent with this agreement. It seeks a mutually supportive approach in the event of potential
conflicts. The Article also gives priority to this Agreement as the forum for resolving any such disputes if they do arise.
The final Paragraph acts as a legal re-affirmation of the international environmental and human
rights obligations and agreements of the Parties. This re-affirmation makes it clear that such obligations are not superseded by the present Agreement.
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PART 8: INSTITUTIONS

✍

Article 35: National Authority
(A) Each Party shall establish a National Authority as a contact point for purposes related to the Agreement. The functions of the National Authority
shall include:
i)

requesting or transmitting information from or to another Party;

ii)

providing a contact for assistance in investment promotion and facilitation;

iii) maintaining statistics about inward and outward investment of the
Party;
iv) handling enquiries in relation to the conduct of investments or
investors of the Party;
v)

investigating and seeking to resolve concerns or conflicts raised by
individuals or civil society groups in relation to the conduct of investors
or investments concerning their obligations under this Agreement or
the additional responsibilities set out in the Agreement;

vi) reporting on any matters dealt with under Paragraph v; and
vii) any other functions the Party incorporates into its work.
(B) The National Authority shall operate in a visible, accessible, transparent
and accountable manner. It shall receive and consider information, statements of concern or other information from government officials, nongovernmental groups or individuals from the State Party in which it is
established, or from the host state of an investor for which it is the home
state.

Article 35 Commentary
This Article combines two roles: the contact points for exchange of information between Parties
found in many treaties in all areas of international law, and the National Contact Point role of the
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises in being a liaison and more between the public
at large and investors. The need for government-to-government contact points is fairly obvious
here, with requirements for the exchange of information, aspirations of investment assistance and
facilitation, and more.
The second role expands upon the OECD concept. By providing a point of contact and a vehicle for exploring concerns, the National Authority can help avoid the escalation of disputes, and
build stronger relationships between investors and the communities in which they invest. In a
world of increased global capital flows, it is inevitable that disputes will arise. Having a means of
addressing them before disputing Parties become too entrenched to resolve them will be a useful
option. These functions would be equally useful in a bilateral or regional context.

Article 36: Conference of the Parties
(A) The Conference of the Parties will be the governing body of the
Agreement. It shall meet within one year of the Agreement coming into
force, and once every year after that.
(B) The Conference of the Parties shall adopt at its first meeting rules of procedure and financial rules for itself and any subsidiary bodies, as well as
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financial provisions governing the functioning of the Conference of the
Parties and the Secretariat.

✍

(C) All Parties shall have an equal voice on the Conference of the Parties.
Decisions shall be taken by consensus. Where, after all efforts are exhausted, no consensus is deemed possible by the chair of a meeting, a decision
may be taken by three-quarters of the Parties present and voting.
(D) The Conference of the Parties shall perform the tasks assigned by the
Agreement and such additional tasks as it deems appropriate for the fulfillment of the purposes of the Agreement. These tasks shall include,
inter alia:
i)

appoint the Executive Director of the Secretariat, and instruct the
Secretariat on its functions;

ii)

adopt Protocols and Annexes to this Agreement;

iii) adopt the instruments or lists required of it in other Articles of this
Agreement;
iv) promote the development of qualitative standards for sustainable
investments;
v)

establish qualitative criteria for measuring the effective contribution
of investments to host state development;

vi) monitor the effectiveness of this Agreement, including undertaking
of a three-year review of the operation and effectiveness of this
Agreement and subsequent reviews every three years;
vii) establish a procedure for Parties to report on the implementation
and effectiveness of the Agreement at the state level;
viii) appoint such sub-organs or committees as it determines necessary
for the proper functioning of this Agreement, including an Executive
Committee of regionally balanced representation to oversee the
management and operation of this Agreement between meetings of
the Conference of the Parties, and a review and monitoring body to
assist in the monitoring of this Agreement; and
ix) adopt interpretive statements concerning the interpretation of this
Agreement.
(E) The United Nations and its specialized agencies, the World Trade
Organization, the World Bank and its component agencies, any other
inter-governmental organization whose work is impacted by this
Agreement, as well as any state not Party to this Convention, may be
represented at meetings of the Conference of the Parties as observers.
Any body or agency, whether national or international, governmental or
non-governmental, qualified in matters covered by the Convention, and
which has informed the Secretariat of its wish to be represented at a
meeting of the Conference of the Parties as an observer, may be admitted unless at least two-thirds of the Parties present object. The admission
and participation of observers shall be subject to the rules of procedure
adopted by the Conference of the Parties.

Article 36 Commentary
By any other name, the establishment of a Conference of the Parties (CoP) has become a fairly
standard element of most major agreements today. This provision follows a long line of agreements in this respect.
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The functions of the CoP set out above are also quite standard, with relatively small adjustments
having been made to those provisions found in other international agreements.
The most significant new element included above is the capacity to adopt interpretive statements
for the Agreement. This has precedents in several other international investment agreements
today. The goal of such a statement, if one is adopted, is to correct an interpretation adopted by
a Party or by a tribunal or other source that can make important interpretive decisions. An interpretive statement, which is a recognized source of interpretation under the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties, would bind a tribunal or other body hearing an arbitration or other matter pursuant to this Agreement. It has been used in the NAFTA investment context, following a
decision of a tribunal that the Parties believed inappropriately and incorrectly expanded the interpretation of a provision of NAFTA beyond the intention of the Parties. Subsequent tribunals have
followed the interpretive statement issued by the Parties. This approach provides a safety valve
against what might be termed rogue decisions, although it could not be used to go back and overturn a tribunal decision already taken.
Paragraph (E) is now a standard provision in multilateral environmental agreements. Its application here is thus consistent with the shift from a narrow economic law focus of prior international
investment agreements to a sustainable development focus for this Agreement.

Article 37: Technical Assistance Committee
A Technical Assistance Committee of the Conference of the Parties is hereby
established as a Committee of the whole. This Committee shall:
i)

have special expertise in the promotion of development and sustainable investments;

ii)

organize the provision of technical assistance to the Parties relating
to the implementation of this Agreement, upon their request, including in the area of development planning and investment linkages;

✍

iii) establish and manage a special fund for the provisions of technical
assistance;
iv) promote the transfer of technology through appropriate investments; and
v)

such other matters as the members of the Committee or the
Conference of the Parties may determine.

The rules of procedure and participation applicable to the Conference of the
Parties shall apply, mutatis mutandis, to this Committee.

Article 37 Commentary
This Article establishes a special Committee whose mandate is to promote, facilitate and support,
through technical assistance, the attainment of sustainable investments in developing and leastdeveloped countries. It is important to highlight this aspect of the Agreement as a significant
departure from previous international investment agreements. This promotes the Agreement’s
goal of furthering sustainable development. This Committee would be responsible for ensuring
that the tools are present to help make this happen in practice. An appropriate level of funding
will have to be established for the Committee.
Several examples of such committees exist under other conventions, such as the UN Convention
on Biodiversity. The critical element of capacity building also has a number of operating models
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from which to draw, and the Committee should, therefore, be in a position to establish an effective process for such assistance.

Article 38: Financial mechanism

✍

The Parties shall establish a financial mechanism with the objective of supporting institutional development and capacity building in host state developing countries and, in particular, least-developed countries. Support from
this mechanism may be directed at support for the Technical Assistance
Committee, investment promotion and facilitation projects, at the monitoring of the effectiveness of this agreement, and for the establishment and
operation of the Legal Assistance Centre.

Article 38 Commentary
A financial mechanism is needed given the nature of this agreement. While a level of funding is
not established here, it is clear that this must be significant in order to assist developing countries,
and least-developed countries in particular, in improving investment conditions and promoting
opportunities for sustainable investments in keeping with development plans and opportunities.
This agreement suffers from an optical illusion: the dispute settlement provisions are very long
while the technical and financial support provisions are short. However, this should not belie the
critical importance of the latter provisions.

Article 39: Secretariat

✍

(A) A Secretariat to the Agreement is hereby established. The Secretariat
shall be headed by an Executive Director appointed by the Conference
of the Parties.
(B) The Executive Director shall be responsible for appointing and managing
an international staff capable of providing the necessary range of support for the Conference of the Parties and to meet its responsibilities.
(C) The Secretariat shall be an independent body and undertake such tasks
as may be directed by the Conference of the Parties. Such tasks may
include:
i)

making arrangements for meetings of the Conference of the Parties
and its subsidiary bodies and to provide them with services as
required;

ii)

facilitating assistance to the Parties, particularly developing Parties
and Parties with economies in transition, on request, in the implementation of this Agreement;

iii) ensuring the necessary coordination with the Secretariats of other
relevant international bodies;
iv) entering, under the overall guidance of the Conference of the
Parties, into such administrative and contractual arrangements as
may be required for the effective discharge of its functions;
v)

collecting and disseminating information on the functioning of this
Agreement, including the implementation of its provisions and the
rates of foreign direct investment under the Agreement;

vi) establishing a list of qualified mediators to assist Parties, investors
and investments in resolving potential disputes;
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vii) performing the other Secretariat functions specified in this
Agreement and such other functions as may be determined by the
Conference of the Parties; and

✍

viii) performing the tasks necessary to assist in preparing for the first
meeting of the Conference of the Parties.

Article 39 Commentary
Establishing a Secretariat is also a routine function in most international agreements today. As a
major sustainable development instrument, this is no exception. The provisions set out here are
generally quite routine today. The Secretariat is, of course, responsible for its activities and conduct to the Conference of the Parties

Article 40: Dispute Settlement Body
(A) A Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) is hereby established to manage the
dispute settlement processes under this Agreement.
(B) The Dispute Settlement Body shall be composed of a Council of the
Parties open to all Parties, a panel division and an appellate division.
(C) The Council of the Parties shall establish a Secretariat to assist the Dispute
Settlement Body in its operation and the panel and appellate divisions in
the management of their cases. The Secretariat shall be headed by a
Director.18 This dispute settlement Secretariat shall be independent of any
other body established by this Agreement.
(D) The Council shall oversee the operation of the Dispute Settlement Body.
It shall be responsible for ensuring the smooth operation of the dispute
settlement processes as a whole. The Council may not interfere in any
individual disputes between Parties or between an investor or investment
and a Party.
(E) There shall be a standing body of 35 panelists from which all panel members shall be drawn. The Director of the Council shall appoint all panelists
on disputes on a lottery basis, and subject to:
i)

no panelist being called to serve more than twice before all other
panelists have served at least once; and

ii)

no panelist being from a state of a disputing Party.

(F) The panelists shall be chosen by the Council at its first meeting, with onethird then chosen at each subsequent meeting. No panelist can serve
more than three terms, subject to completing any ongoing dispute settlement processes in which the panelist is engaged.
(G) Any panelist in a position of real or apparent conflict of interest shall
recuse himself or herself from the panel in question.
(H) The appellate division shall be composed of nine individuals with recognized expertise in the matters covered by this Agreement. Appellate body
members shall be appointed on a full-time basis and be free of any real
or apparent conflict of interest in any case on which they sit.
18
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The Council of the Parties may designate, subject to appropriate arrangements being
agreed, the Centre to act as the Secretariat for the Dispute Settlement Body if it becomes
an independent body responsible only to the Council of the Parties.

✍
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(I)

Appellate division members shall be chosen by the Council for a term of
seven years. The Council shall choose a replacement for any member
who is incapable of continuing to fulfill their duties for the remainder of
their term. Members may be re-elected one time. For the first period, the
Council shall select new members or re-select existing members, after
four years.

✍

(J) Members of the panel and appellate divisions shall be individuals of high
repute with expertise in the matters covered by this Agreement. Each
shall comply with a Code of Ethics that will establish the highest standards of conduct and ensure the absence of a real or apparent conflict
of interest in all cases.19 No panel or appellate body member may be an
advocate in any arbitration cases at the same time as being a member of
either division, or affiliated with other advocates in a similar situation.
19

A minimum standard to be included in the Code of Ethics shall require that no panel division member may be an advocate in any investment arbitration cases at the same time as
being a member of either division, or directly affiliated with other advocates in a similar
situation. (Appellate division appointments are full time and in a personal capacity, and
hence encompass this rule by definition.)

Article 40 Commentary
This Article does establish a radically different approach to dispute settlement compared to existing international investment agreements. However, it is fairly close in design to the WTO system.
It is worth noting here that international investment agreements have, to date, already seen more
cases initiated than the GATT had when it was transformed from an ad hoc panel process to the
fully constructed WTO trade law dispute settlement process.
The establishment of a panel process and appellate body follows the WTO model. Current
investment treaty arbitration lacks an appellate process. At present, the standard and process for
review of initial arbitration decisions differs depending upon the arbitral rules used. Arbitrations
under the ICSID rules are reviewed through a non-transparent internal process. Arbitration
awards rendered under the ICSID Additional Facility rules or other commercial rules may be
challenged in domestic court settings, but to a limited extent.
This, combined with the purely ad hoc nature of the current arbitration system and other factors,
has led to diffuse interpretations of very similar provisions, and even to completely opposite decisions in relation to the same facts and circumstances. An appellate process would help to ensure
consistent interpretations of the law and facts, and a definitive end to the process.
Establishing rules on independence of the arbitrators and appellate body members is another key
element. In the provisions set out here, an arbitrator on a panel would not be able to participate
in other cases as advocates for investors or states. Appellate division judges would be full-time
appointments, unlike the situation today where any form of review within an arbitration system
is undertaken by lawyers with other, and potentially conflicting, interests also at hand.
The need for an independent system is, IISD believes, well illustrated by the growing number of
cases, the lack of accountability and transparency in the current process, and the growing indications of structural conflicts of interests that plague the arbitration system today. The proposed
structures set out here address these deficiencies. Further elaboration of rules and procedures in
Part 9 and Annex A continue the process of developing an independent dispute settlement
process.
The independent Secretariats for the Dispute Settlement Body are borne from the WTO experience. There is no independent secretariat for the WTO panel process, and this has led to concerns about the lack of independence of a number of panel decisions. Many insiders now argue,
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though not always publicly, that an independent dispute settlement secretariat for the panels
should be one of the changes made in the current review of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism. The present Article would preclude such a concern from arising in the first place.
Experienced officials at the appellate body have also argued that a separate panel and appellate
process at the Secretariat level also helps ensure greater independence. This experience is therefore
drawn upon as well.
The number of 35 for a standing roster of panelists is somewhat arbitrary. Given the record
growth in the number of investment arbitrations over the past few years, perhaps it should be
higher. However, it is a number around which flexibility can be shown and should therefore be
seen more as an indicative level at this time than a definitive one.

Article 41: Legal Assistance Centre

✍

(A) A Legal Assistance Centre to assist developing country Parties, and especially least-developed states, in responding to claims by an investor or in
initiating procedures permitted under this Agreement against investors,
shall be established.
(B) This Centre shall be independent of the Secretariat and function as a selfdirected body. Its legal advice shall be confidential and subject to the
same standards of lawyer-client protection and service as a private law
firm.
(C) The Centre may also assist in capacity building on legal issues raised in
this Agreement in developing countries, or for the implementation of the
Agreement under domestic law and policy.
(D) The Legal Assistance Centre shall report to the Conference of the Parties
on a yearly basis concerning its financing and a summary of its activities.
(E) The Legal Assistance Centre shall disclose all sources of funds. It may
receive funds from States Party, other States, international organizations
and non-governmental organizations as long as the receipt of such funds
is public and does not compromise the integrity of the Centre.

Article 41 Commentary
The idea for a Legal Assistance Centre derives from the WTO Legal Advisory Centre, created to
assist developing countries in capacity building and by providing expert advice on trade law cases.
Here, the proposal is for a centre to assist developing countries in responding to claims or in initiating the limited procedures that a state can undertake under the Agreement in an international dispute. As well, the Centre can provide the legal arm of many capacity building projects under
the Agreement.
A key element concerning the transparency of the Centre is the annual reporting. In addition, all
sources of funds must be made public, ensuring that the advisory process is open, while the advice
itself remains subject to solicitor-client confidentiality.
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PART 9: DISPUTE PREVENTION AND
SETTLEMENT

✍

Article 42: Prevention of disputes and mediation
(A) In the event a dispute arises between the Parties, between a State Party
and an investment or investor, or between an investment or investor and
a host state, the potential disputing party wishing to raise the dispute
shall issue a notice of intention to initiate an arbitration under this
Agreement to the other potential disputing Party or Parties.
(B) For the purposes of this Agreement, there shall be a minimum six-month
cooling-off period between the date of a notice of intention to initiate a dispute settlement process under this Agreement, and the date a Party,
investment or investor, as the case may be, may formally initiate a dispute.
(C) The Parties shall seek to resolve potential disputes through amicable
means, both prior to and during the cooling-off period. Investors and
investments shall similarly seek to resolve potential disputes with host
states, and host states with their investors and investments, in an amicable manner, prior to and during the cooling-off period. The use of good
offices, conciliation, mediation or any other agreed dispute resolution
process may be applied.
(D) Where no alternative means of dispute settlement are agreed upon,
Parties, investors or investments, as the case requires, shall seek the assistance of a mediator to resolve disputes during the cooling-off period
required under this Agreement between notification of a potential dispute and the initiation of dispute settlement proceedings. The potential
disputants shall use a mediator from the list established by the Secretariat
for this purpose, or another one of their joint choosing. Recourse to
mediation does not alter the minimum cooling-off period.
(E) If no mediator is chosen by the disputing parties prior to three months
before the expiration of the cooling-off period, the Director of the
Council shall appoint a mediator from the Secretariat list who is not a
national of a State Party or the investor. The appointment shall be binding on the disputing parties.
(F) The Parties may also establish regionally-based mediation centres to facilitate the resolution of disputes between Parties and investors or investments, taking into account regional customs and traditions. Mediators
officially appointed to such centres shall be incorporated into the
Secretariat list.

Article 42 Commentary
This Article creates a significant element of pre-arbitration dispute settlement through alternative
dispute resolution, with a mandatory mediation step if another process is not agreed upon.
Because the Article applies within what is now a fairly standard notion of a cooling-off period
between an initial notice of a dispute and initiation of a formal arbitration process, no time is
added here to the procedures. However, the time is, it is hoped, used well. It is also hoped that
instituting a formal step in the process will help to raise the profile of alternative dispute resolution processes as an effective alternative. This is particularly important when it is hoped that
investors, investments and host states will have long-term, positive relationships.
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It might be noted that ICSID and other dispute settlement fora are looking actively at how to
improve mediation and other alternative dispute settlement services. Given the fractious nature
of litigation and international arbitration, this makes increasing sense.
There is no way to compel a successful outcome of a mediation or other alternative process. There
is a general rule that all Parties must act in good faith under an international agreement, and this
principle would apply here as well. However, at the end of the day, disputing Parties cannot be
compelled to settle a dispute through mediation. They can only be compelled to make the effort.
The notion of regional mediation centres we believe represents a sound idea with significant
potential. It will require more details than are set out here to become operational, but the nature
of a regional process is that it must be set up in keeping with the regional customs, traditions,
political situations, etc., that are involved. Thus, this should be understood as an issue worth pursuing in more detail.

Article 43: State-State disputes

✍

(A) In the event of a dispute between two or more Parties as to the application or interpretation of this Agreement, and such dispute has not been
resolved pursuant to good faith efforts in accordance with Article 42, a
Party may initiate an arbitration in accordance with the rules in this
Agreement, including Annex A of this Agreement, applying them
mutatis mutandis to the context of a state-state dispute.
(B) Such a dispute shall, unless otherwise resolved, proceed to a panel, and
may, at the discretion of a disputing Party, subsequently be taken to the
appellate division.

Article 43 Commentary
This Article enables state-state disputes between the Parties to proceed to the arbitration process
set up in the Agreement. Rather than duplicate lengthy rules, a single set of rules is established to
be followed by all the proceedings enabled in the Agreement.
In addition to resolving a dispute, one goal is to set out a consistent and single set of procedures
that will apply to all disputes that require a formal resolution under the agreement. While additional work on some details of the procedures would be needed, the basic elements are set out
and applied in a similar manner in state-state, state-investor, and investor-state disputes.
State-state disputes have been rare in international investment law, particularly with the advent
of the investor-state process. Still, it remains appropriate to have a specific process set out so that
issues can be resolved within the ambit of the Agreement. This enabling provision does that, and
the details follow in Annex A.

Article 44: Procedure for abrogation of
investor/investment rights

✍

(A) In the event of a dispute between a Party and an investor or investment
relating to the abrogation of said investor’s or investment’s rights under
Article 18 of this Agreement, and such dispute has not been resolved
pursuant to good faith efforts in accordance with Article 42, a Party may
initiate an arbitration in accordance with the rules in this Agreement,
including Annex A of this Agreement, applying them mutatis mutandis
to the context of a state-investor/investment dispute.
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(B) A special expedited process shall be established by the Council to ensure
that a panel decision shall be rendered within six months of an arbitration being initiated. The appellate division shall decide any appeal on this
issue within 90 days of its submission to them.20

✍

(C) The panel or appellate division may, if requested, issue an interim order
suspending the rights of the investor(s) or investment for the duration of
the process, so long as any period of limitations that may impact the ability of the investor or investment to initiate a dispute is subsequently
extended by the length of any such suspension if necessary.
(D) A dispute under this Article may, at the discretion of a disputing party, be
appealed to the appellate division.
(E) The decision of the panel or appellate division on the abrogation of rights
may be permanent or for any period over a minimum of three years it
determines is appropriate, or may provide a minimum period after which
the investment or investor(s) may apply for reinstatement of its rights.
20

Panels and the appellate division shall establish their own ad hoc procedure, in keeping
with good international practice, in the event of an action under this Article prior to the
Council adopting a procedure.

Article 44 Commentary
This provision responds to the goal of many observers that the rights of investors should be conditioned on compliance with the obligations. Here, we set out the key elements of the process for abrogating the investor(s) or investment’s rights, based on the concepts in Article 18 of a breach of the
anti-corruption obligations or of a persistent failure to comply with the other obligations of an
investor-investment. This is one remedy available under the Agreement. Damages through counterclaims, or through the offsetting of claims by a tribunal established under this Agreement, are also
available, as are civil suits in domestic courts to the extent that a host state or home state has enacted
the Agreement into domestic law, or the investor is otherwise in contravention of domestic law.
This process is only open to State Parties to initiate. The option of having any person, or any person in the host or home state as relevant, being able to initiate the process was also considered,
and does have a certain attractiveness. However, given the seriousness of the issues and consequences, and the high burden this places on individual investors and investment, it was believed
that this was too heavy-handed an approach and one too open to political gamesmanship. At the
same time, non-state actors do, under the other procedures and alternatives set out in the text,
have opportunities to initiate civil remedies that states can make available as well, and to intervene in proceedings. There is also the investigation process through the National Authorities.
The Article allows for multiple results, from a finding against the state initiating the action, to a
temporary abrogation of rights for a minimum of three years, to a permanent loss of rights, and
to a potential of a right of the investor to apply to have rights re-instated. The reason for this is
to leave the capacity to rebuild relations if the situation changes, as well as to recognize that there
may be gradations of breaches that still merit sanctioning, but may not merit permanent loss or
rights. As a new instrument, allowing some flexibility for it to play out seems a prudent measure.

Article 45: Investor/investment-state disputes
(A) In the event of a dispute between an investor or investment and a host
State Party as to the application or interpretation of this Agreement, and
such dispute has not been resolved pursuant to good faith efforts in
accordance with Article 42, the investment or investor may initiate an
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arbitration in accordance with the rules in this Agreement, including in
Annex A, applying them mutatis mutandis to the context of an
investor/investment-state dispute.

✍

(B) A dispute between an investor or investment and a host state may not
be commenced until domestic remedies are exhausted in relation to the
underlying issues pleaded in relation to a breach of the Agreement.
(C) Where such remedies are unavailable due to the subject of the dispute
or a demonstrable lack of independence or timeliness of the judicial or
administrative processes21 implicated in the matter in the host state, an
investor may plead this in an application before a panel as a preliminary
matter. The decision of a panel on this issue shall be final. This panel shall
be chosen in accordance with Article 40. The Council shall establish procedures for such a pleading at its first meeting.22
(D) Where a dispute under this Article proceeds to a panel, the decision may,
at the discretion of a disputing Party, subsequently be taken to the appellate division.
(E) Use of the investor-state process by an investor is subject to Article 18.
21

22

The Parties recognize that different processes do take different amounts of time. Thus, the
key determinant should be that the procedures are moving forward in a time that is consistent with good practice and the normally anticipated timeframe for that type of procedure in the host state, and that no undue burdens or impediments are being placed on
the proceedings.
Panels shall establish their own ad hoc procedure, in keeping with good international
practice, in the event of an action under this Paragraph prior to the Council adopting a
procedure.

Article 45 Commentary
This Article enables investors or investments, subject to more definition of this right in Annex A,
to initiate panel and appellate proceedings under the Agreement. The same conditions of
attempts to seek an alternative resolution apply. In addition, however, there is the added requirement for an exhaustion of local remedies where these are available.
The issue of exhaustion of local remedies has become more controversial in recent years. Early in
the development of international investment law it was standard practice that investors or investments must seek to resolve disputes through locally available means, administrative and judicial.
In recent years, however, this has not been stated as routinely in international investment agreements, and many have moved to a so-called fork in the road, where an investor or investment
may choose one direction or another. A number of arbitral decisions have also addressed this
question—some of the key ones have all but totally reversed this rule—even where there is a specific choice of forum in, for example, concession or privatization contracts.
The legal theory is that a claim under an international investment agreement is on the “plane” of
international law and so outside any private contract arrangement under domestic law. The result,
however, is to internationalize all manner of domestic disputes for breach of contract or any other
claim, a result clearly not intended when the international investment agreements began to multiply in the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, it is this internationalization of all claims that is a critical
factor in Argentina now facing some 40 different arbitration claims against it.
IISD, and many other observers, believe this trend needs to be reversed. This Article seeks to do
that, in a manner that makes clear that it is not just the language of the claim that is at issue, but
the underlying facts. Thus, under this language, stating a breach of contract case as a breach of
the agreement will not alter the fact that the breach of contract is the key issue, and this can be
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resolved, at least notionally, at a domestic level. This provision would compel the contract claim
to be brought to domestic dispute settlement before it could be taken to an investor-state claim
as a breach of the treaty.
There is some concern that this will appear to make the investor-state process an appeal of domestic courts. In practice, however, it is not, although one cannot deny some sense that it could, in some
cases, operate that way. In practice, what would more likely happen is that a tribunal would rule as
to whether the whole result, including the fairness of the court proceedings, was consistent with the
agreement. In most arbitrations to date where domestic courts have addressed the underlying issues,
and where a fair judicial process that does not demonstrate elements of a denial of justice or fairness
has taken place, greater deference has been shown to the resulting decisions than to the initial
administrative or regulatory decisions that underlie the claims in other cases. In other words, arbitral tribunals have shown more deference to bona fide court processes than to administrative or regulatory processes. There are of course exceptions, but as a general rule, this has been so.
Ultimately, there is also a political issue involved here: will there be any chance of a new approach
if all international remedies are removed? In our view, the answer is very little, at best. Thus, IISD
has concluded that it is wiser to have a better underlying law, and a better investor-sate process,
than the weaker of both that is now in place. This view has helped structure the options set out.

Article 46: Transparency of proceedings
(A) All documents relating to a notice of intention to arbitrate, the settlement
of any dispute pursuant to Article 42, the initiation of a panel or appeal,
or the pleadings, evidence and decisions in them, shall be available to the
public through an Internet site.

✍

(B) Procedural and substantive oral hearings shall be open to the public.
(C) A panel or appellate tribunal may take such steps as are necessary, by
exception, to protect confidential business information in written form or
at oral hearings.
(D) A panel or appellate tribunal shall be open to the receipt of amicus
curiae submissions in accordance with the process set out in Annex A.

Article 46 Commentary
This Article sets out the fundamental principle that all disputes under this agreement will be open
to public review. There are some states that continue to oppose transparency in arbitral proceedings, or other international remedies. But several more recent agreements have moved to ensure
the same results as set out in the text above, and more will continue to do so. In addition, tribunals operating under other arbitration rules have begun to permit open hearings and documents under many agreements are now all available under newer agreements.
Amicus curiae have also been permitted in at least two cases, and other requests are pending, so
this is building on precedent here, not creating it. Several recent investment agreements also have
provisions for amicus participation.
One might note here that the phase of dispute settlement prior to an arbitration being commenced is not subject to the same rules of transparency. Here, just the beginning, the notice of
intention to arbitrate, and the end, the settlement, must be made public. Settlement discussions
are generally difficult enough. We believe the public interest is safeguarded by a requirement that
the settlement be made public.
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Article 47: Enforceability of final awards
Parties shall adopt such domestic rules as are required to make final awards
enforceable in domestic legal proceedings in their states.

✍

Article 47 Commentary
It is crucial to the viability of an arbitration or other international form of dispute settlement that
the awards be enforceable through domestic legal processes. This Article sets out this requirement
for State Parties. The means to do so is dependent on each State’s constitutional and other legal
situation.
There is much experience on this issue in both international and domestic law. This experience
can be brought to bear for the necessary details to ensure that this Article is successfully developed and implemented.

Article 48: Governing law in disputes
(A) When a claim is submitted to a panel or an appeal tribunal, it shall be
decided in accordance with this Agreement, national law of the host
state, and the general principles of international law.

✍

(B) The Interpretive Notes of the Parties attached to this Agreement shall be
binding upon any tribunal established under this Agreement, and any
award must be consistent with such Notes.
(C) An Interpretive Statement adopted by the Conference of the Parties
declaring its interpretation of a provision of this Agreement shall be binding upon any tribunal established under this Agreement, and any award
must be consistent with such a Statement.
(D) A decision by the appellate division on an interpretation of this
Agreement shall be binding on subsequent panels and appellate tribunals, unless it is made inapplicable by virtue of an Interpretive
Statement relating to the Agreement adopted by the Conference of the
Parties, or an amendment to the Agreement.

Article 48 Commentary
The governing law of a dispute is very critical. Here, three sources of law are identified: the
Agreement, the national law of the Party involved, and the general principles of international law.
What is not included here is a broader range of incorporation of other international law agreements.
The reason for this is that several arbitrations have faced a question of how much international
law arising from other agreements to bring into the interpretation of host state obligations. Some
tribunals have hinted that the range could be very wide, allowing all types of international obligations to be directly litigated by investors in this forum. Others have taken a more limited
approach. Rather than set out an open-ended provision here, several specific issues have been
raised and addressed in the course of the Agreement. These provisions clarify specifically, for
example, the role of international human rights and environmental agreements, as well as of trade
agreements. Given the specificity of these other provisions, the risks associated with a broader
statement that can be read in an expansive way appear to outweigh any potential benefits over the
specific issues already addressed.
This Article also clarifies that appellate division decisions have a stare decisis, or binding impact.
This is the mechanism to generate consistency in the law, and thus certainty for both investors
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and states. At the same time, two mechanisms for reversing an appellate division decision are set
out. These allow the final authority on any provision or issue, ultimately, to rest with the Parties.
One is through an Interpretive Statement; the second is though an amendment. Neither are easily achieved, but both do allow corrections to be made in the direction of the law if necessary.
Both are recognized tools in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties as well, and thus are
not precedent-setting by their inclusion here.
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PART 10: GENERAL EXCEPTIONS

✍

Article 49: National security
Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed:
i)

to require a Party to furnish or allow access to any information the
disclosure of which it determines to be contrary to its essential security interests; or

ii)

to preclude a Party from applying measures that it considers necessary for the fulfillment of its obligations under the United Nations
Charter with respect to the maintenance or restoration of international peace or security, or the protection of its own essential security
interests.

Article 49 Commentary
Part 10 sets out some broad exceptions from the agreement as a whole. Each of the paragraphs
has some history. That concerning national security is replicated in one way or another in almost
all international investment or trade agreements, at least all modern ones. It is non-controversial
in terms of its inclusion, though specific instances of its use in trade law, while rare, have raised
concerns. We are not aware of any disputes centring on this issue in the investment field.

Article 50: Rules for taxation measures
(A) Except as set out in this Article, nothing in this Agreement shall apply to
taxation measures.
(B) Nothing in this Agreement shall affect the rights and obligations of either
Party under any tax convention. In the event of any inconsistency
between this Agreement and any such convention, that convention shall
prevail to the extent of the inconsistency. In the case of a tax convention
between the Parties, the competent authorities under that convention
shall have sole responsibility for determining whether any inconsistency
exists between this Agreement and that convention.
(C) National treatment and most-favoured-nation treatment shall apply to all
taxation measures, other than those on income, capital gains or on the
taxable capital of corporations, taxes on estates, inheritances, gifts, and
generation-skipping transfers, except that nothing in those Articles shall
apply:
i)

in the case of a most-favoured-nation obligation, with respect to an
advantage accorded by a Party pursuant to a tax convention;

ii)

to a non-conforming provision of any existing taxation measure;

iii) to the continuation or prompt renewal of a non-conforming provision of any existing taxation measure;
iv) to an amendment to a non-conforming provision of any existing taxation measure to the extent that the amendment does not decrease
its conformity, at the time of the amendment, with any of those
Articles;
v)
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to the adoption or enforcement of any taxation measure aimed at
ensuring the equitable or effective imposition or collection of taxes
(as permitted by Article XIV(d) of GATS); or

✍
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vi) to a provision that conditions the receipt, or continued receipt, of an
advantage relating to the contributions to, or income of, pension
trusts or pension plans on a requirement that the Party maintain continuous jurisdiction over the pension trust or pension plan.

✍

(D) Article 8 shall apply to a taxation measure alleged to be an expropriation.
However, no investor may invoke Article 8 as the basis of a claim where
it has been determined pursuant to this Paragraph that the measure is
not an expropriation. An investor that seeks to invoke Article 8 with
respect to a taxation measure must refer to the Executive Director of the
Secretariat at the time that it gives its notice of intention to arbitrate
under Article 42 the issue of whether that taxation measure involves an
expropriation. The Executive Director shall ask the competent authorities
of the host state and home state whether they do not agree to consider
the issue or, having agreed to consider it, fail to agree that the measure
is not an expropriation within a period of six months of such referral, in
which case the investor may submit its claim to arbitration, if the other
conditions of Article 45 have been fulfilled as well.

Article 50 Commentary
The exclusion of tax measures from coverage is also a common element of many recent international investment agreements. Closely tied to this is the capacity of the States Party to themselves
determine key issues relating to taxation, removing these decisions from dispute settlement unless
no decision is made by the Parties.
The Article enters into a number of complex issues of relationships to tax conventions between
the Parties to the Agreement, very specific applications, and non-applications of the national
treatment and MFN rules to taxation, and the application of the rules on expropriation to taxation. The latter, in particular, gives full discretion to the home and host state Parties to make a
determination on the application of the Agreement.
Although at times very forthright in its extended powers to the Parties, the provision, subject to
technical adjustments that may be needed to move it to a multilateral stage in a multi-regional
context, is relatively non-controversial.

Article 51: General reservations and exceptions

✍

(A) The provisions of this Agreement, except Article 8, do not apply to any
law or other measure of a host state the purpose of which is to promote
the achievement of equality in its territory, or designed to protect or
advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by long-term
historic discrimination in its territory, provided that such law or other
measure is compatible with the requirements of Article 19.
(B) State Parties may take such measures as are necessary to avoid or abate
a balance of payments emergency. Such measures shall be kept in force
for as short as possible to address the emergency situation. Such measures shall not be subject to this Agreement.

Article 51 Commentary
Article 51 addresses two situations of special concern to developing countries, but may also find
some applications in developed countries. The first is the situation of historic discrimination
being experienced by persons or categories of persons in a state’s territory leading to significant
economic disadvantages. In such circumstances—apartheid being the most discussed one in this
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context—measures taken to redress the historic discrimination and to try to establish some economic rebalancing, will not be considered a breach of the Agreement, except that the rules on
expropriation shall apply. This same circumstance might also apply, for example, in relation to
economic policies to support the reversal of discrimination against indigenous peoples in a wide
range of countries.
The second issue is responding to a balance of payments crisis. Such crises have become a modern day hazard that cannot easily be forecast or avoided. More will occur. This provision removes
impediments to emergency response measures that an agreement might otherwise create. This is
essential not to distort the necessary responses or to place all of the burdens of the response on
domestic investors alone. The temporary nature of the measures is one element of the exclusion
here, though no specific time limit can be set out in the abstract.
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PART 11: FINAL PROVISIONS

✍

Article 52: Regional cooperation
Where appropriate, the Parties shall cooperate in the negotiation of regional
cooperation agreements on matters covered by this agreement, and the
development of regional capacity in this field.

Article 52 Commentary
This short Article carries much hidden weight. In encouraging the development of regional cooperation agreements, it highlights a key development role that can be played at this level, and the
legitimacy of seeking such arrangements. Combined with the idea of regional mediation already
raised, and the opportunity for regional dispute settlement offices under Annex A, broader cooperation agreements can provide a sound basis for regional growth. Of course, many regions
already know this and are actively engaged in such processes.

Article 53: Amendment
(A) The Parties may agree on any modification of, or addition to, this
Agreement, through the Conference of the Parties.

✍

(B) When so agreed, and approved in accordance with the applicable legal
procedures of each Party, and the provisions on entry into force with the
amendment, a modification or addition shall constitute an integral part
of this Agreement for those Parties that become Party to the amendment.

Article 53 Commentary
An agreement of this type must be seen as a living instrument, capable of adjustment as time goes
on and experience builds. This provision is a simple statement enabling an amendment to be
made. It is normal practice for such an amendment to include its own terms for entering into
force.

Article 54: Annexes, Appendices and Notes
(A) The Annexes and footnotes to this Agreement constitute an integral part
of this Agreement.

✍

(B) The national lists in Annex E may be amended by each Party at their discretion.

Article 54 Commentary
This Article is also increasingly common, as agreements include a variety or interpretive guidance
or other incorporated text. Paragraph (A) makes the annexes and footnotes of the Agreement an
integral part of the text. This ensures that the interpretive elements in the footnotes must be
referred to in any disputes, thus preserving the overall context of the instrument. At the same
time, the capacity of states to unilaterally alter the national lists in Annex E, on the economic sectors it has set in its domestic law for liberalization programs, is clearly restated. This will prevent
any potential conflict with Paragraph (A) and Article 3.
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Article 55: Protocols
The Parties may, at a Conference of the Parties, adopt a Protocol to this
Agreement.

✍

Article 55 Commentary
One of the mechanisms to encourage a living instrument is to allow for the regime it is part of
to grow. Protocols do this, as the Kyoto Protocol has done on climate change and the Biosafety
Protocol has done for the Convention on Biological Diversity. By specifically enabling this, one
encourages growth based on experience and need as the regime develops.

Article 56: Entry into force
This Agreement shall enter into force 90 days after the receipt by the depository of the 40th instrument of ratification or accession to this Agreement.

✍

Article 56 Commentary
This provision is particularly relevant for a multilateral agreement. The number of 40 ratifications
reflects the need for a significant number of states to participate, giving a critical mass that is functional and effective in moving from the current bilateral and regional structure to a consistent
global structure. The number is, however, still random. One alternative is to establish a double
trigger for entry into force, based on a certain number of ratifications by developing countries
and a certain number by developed countries. An alternative is a certain number of states that
also have a given percentage of global investment stocks. In our view, a single number is, however,
the simplest and best choice.

Article 57: Withdrawal
(A) Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement by written notification to
the other Parties. This Agreement shall expire for that Party 180 days
after the date of such notification.

✍

(B) Notwithstanding Paragraph (A), the rights and obligations of investors
and investments and host and home states in relation to that investment
or investor, where an investment is substantially in progress of being
established or has been established shall survive for a period of five years
from such a withdrawal. The five-year period shall be extended to the full
period of any investment contract, agreement or authorization if one is
in existence at the time of the withdrawal.

Article 57 Commentary
A withdrawal provision from an agreement is a common feature, but takes on an added twist
when there are derivative rights for others. Thus, such clauses in international investment agreements have generally allowed withdrawal by a Party subject to a designated period of time, or
extinguishment period, for the rights of the investors and investments covered by the agreements.
These periods range from a few years to 20 years.
In our view, a five-year extinguishment period is sufficient today to protect the rights of those
who may have relied upon the agreement when making their investment. This is a significant
adjustment period.
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Article 58: Authentic texts
The English language text of this Agreement shall be its authentic language.

✍

Article 58 Commentary
Authentic languages establish which treaty text will be used as the official one or ones in the event
of a dispute. Only English is chosen here, though the forum of negotiation of a multilateral agreement will likely have an impact on this issue, and a bilateral or regional agreement will make other
choices reflecting the specific parties. Thus, this is primarily a placeholder for this issue.

Article 59: Depositary
The Depositary of this Agreement shall be the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

✍

Article 59 Commentary
Every treaty must have an official depositary. The global nature and purpose of this Agreement
suggests strongly it should be the United Nations, through the office of the Secretary-General.
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ANNEX A: INVESTOR-STATE DISPUTE
SETTLEMENT

✍

Article 1: Consultation and negotiation
In the event of a dispute under this Agreement, the claimant (investor/investment/State Party) and the respondent (investor/investment/State Party) shall
seek to resolve the dispute in accordance with Article 42. The claimant and
respondent constitute the disputing parties.

Article 1 Commentary
This Article begins the process of defining the arbitration rules. It reinforces the need for alternative means of dispute settlement to be attempted before seeking to institute a formal arbitration process. The Article also makes it clear that an investor, investment or State Party can be a
claimant or a respondent under the Agreement. All of the potential disputes in Part 9 are thus
included in these procedures.

Article 2: Submission of a claim to arbitration
(1) In the event that a disputing party considers that a dispute cannot be settled by alternative means, and all other pre-conditions for such a dispute
as required by the Agreement have been fulfilled:
a)

the investment, on its own behalf, may submit to arbitration under
this Agreement a claim that the respondent host State has breached
an obligation under this Agreement and that the investment has
incurred loss or damage by reason of, or arising out of, that breach;

b) the investor, on its own or on behalf of the investment if it is the controlling investor, may submit to arbitration under this Agreement a
claim that the respondent has breached an obligation under this
Agreement, and that the claimant has incurred loss or damage by
reason of, or arising out of, that breach;
c)

a State Party may submit a claim to arbitration under this Agreement
as claimant against another State party; and

d) a State Party may submit a claim to arbitration as claimant against an
investor or investment.
(2) For greater certainty, an investor or investment claimant may submit to
arbitration a claim referred to in Paragraph (1) that the respondent has
breached an obligation through the actions of a designated monopoly or
a state enterprise exercising delegated government authority.
(3) At least 180 days before submitting any claim to arbitration, a potential
claimant shall deliver to the potential respondent a written notice of its
intention to submit the claim to arbitration (“notice of intention”). The
notice shall specify:
a)

the name and address of the claimant and its legal representative
and, where a claim is submitted on behalf of an investment, the
name, address and place of incorporation of the investment;

b) for each claim, the provision(s) of this Agreement alleged to have
been breached and any other relevant provisions;
c)
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the legal and factual basis for each claim; and

✍
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d) the relief sought and, where appropriate, the approximate amount
of damages claimed.

✍

The Council may establish a specific form for this purpose and make it available through the Internet and other means, and through the National
Authorities.
(4) Provided that at least six months have elapsed since the events giving rise
to the claim, and all other pre-conditions for such a dispute as required
by the Agreement have been fulfilled, a claimant may formally submit a
Notice of Arbitration to the Dispute Settlement Body, panel division,
established by this Agreement.
(5) A claim shall be deemed submitted to arbitration when the claimant’s
Notice of Arbitration is submitted to the Secretariat of the Dispute
Settlement Body and to the respondent at its designated place of business
or to its National Authority. The Council may establish a specific form for
this purpose and make it available through the internet and other means,
and through the National Authorities. The Notice of Arbitration shall
include, at a minimum, the information required in Paragraph (3).

Article 2 Commentary
This Article sets out the procedural details for initiating a claim. It makes it clear how the process
must be initiated, the specific notices, and so on. It seeks to avoid unnecessary burdens, but at
the same time ensure sufficient clarity to allow all parties to know what is taking place and why.
The forms set out here, a notice of intention to arbitrate and notice of arbitration are a fairly standard two-step process, and are consistent with the Articles of the Agreement calling for alternative dispute resolution processes to be attempted.

Article 3: Rules of Arbitration
The Council of the Dispute Settlement Body shall establish Rules of Arbitration
consistent with the provisions of this Agreement. Until the adoption of such
Rules, the Rules of Arbitration of the Centre in effect on the date the claim or
claims were submitted to arbitration under this Agreement, shall govern the
arbitration except to the extent modified by this Agreement, irrespective of
whether the host and home states are parties to the ICSID Convention.

✍

Article 3 Commentary
It is anticipated that the Parties to the agreement, sitting in the dispute settlement Council, will
establish specific rules of arbitration. This is the normal course in such a broadly-based instrument as this is intended to be, and even in smaller regional agreements. An interim set of rules is
adopted by reference to the ICSID Rules of Arbitration. This does not include the ICSID
Agreement however. Detailed rules of arbitration set out things like timelines for filings, operation of a tribunal, evidentiary rules and a myriad of technical details needed to ensure the smooth
running of an arbitral process.

Article 4: Consent of each Party to arbitration
Each State Party consents to the submission of a claim to arbitration under
this Agreement in accordance with its provisions. Each investor and investment, by virtue of establishing or continuing to operate or own an investment
subject to this Agreement, consents to the submission of a claim to arbitration under this Agreement.

✍
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Article 4 Commentary
Arbitration under international law requires a specific statement of consent to arbitrate. This
Article provides that statement for the State Parties. It is a necessary element.

Article 5: Conditions and limitations on consent
of each Party

✍

(1) No claim may be submitted to arbitration if more than three years have
elapsed from the date on which the claimant first acquired, or should
have first acquired, knowledge of the breach alleged in the Notice of
Arbitration. This Article does not apply in the case of Article 13 of this
Agreement.
(2) No claim may be submitted to arbitration by an investor or investment
unless the claimant has demonstrated that the requirement for the
exhaustion of local remedies has been complied with or the claimant has
been granted a request to a panel for a finding that it is not in a viable
position to exhaust local remedies. In the event of the latter case, the
Notice of Arbitration shall be accompanied by an express written waiver
of any such rights conditional on the initiation of an arbitration.

Article 5 Commentary
This Article sets a three-year time limit for initiating a claim, based on when knowledge of a situation is obtained. This is fairly standard today.
The second paragraph requires first that the exhaustion of local remedies condition be shown to
be met by an investor or investment. Where a tribunal has issued a waiver order from this
requirement under this Agreement, the claimant must then waive all domestic recourse rights.
This ensures that a host state will not be subject to two proceedings over the same issues, one
international and one domestic. This is a modified version of the so-called fork in the road provision that is intended to prevent a duplication of claims at different levels.

Article 6: Selection of arbitrators

✍

(1) The Director shall, within 30 days of the filing of a notice of arbitration,
appoint the panel members from the standing roster of panelists. No
panel member shall be from the host or home state.
(2) A panel shall be composed of three members, with one designated as
President of the panel.
(3) A disputing party may contest the nomination of an arbitrator for good
cause, including real or apparent conflict of interest. Any challenges shall
be decided by the remaining two designated arbitrators. Such a challenge
must be brought as soon as practicable after information leading to the
challenge is made known to the challenging party.

Article 6 Commentary
This Article continues the process of reversing the standard arbitration practice of disputing parties appointing the arbitrators. Because the process begins with the standing panel under the
approach adopted here, it can be fast as well. A 30-day period is set out here for the initial panel
to be established.
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A disputing party can issue a challenge for “good cause”—not a defined term. Conflict of interest, real or apparent, is the primary cause, and can only be assessed on a case-by-case basis after
the fact of an appointment. Given the limited number of people to be selected to the standing
roster, one must assume very few other reasons of good cause are likely to arise.

Article 7: Conduct of the arbitration
(1) Unless otherwise agreed, the place of arbitration shall be at the
Secretariat to the Dispute Settlement Body or a regional affiliate in the
region of the disputing party. The disputing parties may agree on another
place of arbitration within 30 days of the notice of arbitration being filed.

✍

(2) Any non-disputing party may make oral and written submissions to the
tribunal regarding the interpretation of this Agreement.
(3) Without prejudice to a tribunal’s authority to address other objections as
a preliminary question, such as an objection that a dispute is not within
a tribunal’s competence, a tribunal shall address and decide as a preliminary question any objection by the respondent that, as a matter of law,
a claim submitted is not a claim for which an award in favor of the
claimant may be made. This includes an objection pursuant to Article
18(a) of the Agreement:
a)

Such objection shall be submitted to the tribunal as soon as possible
after the tribunal is constituted, and in no event later than the date the
tribunal fixes for the respondent to submit its first counter-memorial.

b) On receipt of an objection under this Paragraph, the tribunal shall
suspend any proceedings on the merits, establish a schedule for considering the objection consistent with any schedule it has established
for considering any other preliminary question, and issue a decision
or award on the objection, stating the grounds therefore.
c)

In deciding an objection under this Paragraph, the tribunal shall
assume to be true claimant’s factual allegations in support of any
claim in the notice of arbitration, except in so far as it may relate to
a breach of Article 13 issue. The tribunal may also consider any relevant facts not in dispute.

d) The respondent does not waive any objection as to competence or
any argument on the merits merely because the respondent did or
did not raise an objection under this Paragraph or make use of the
expedited procedure set out in the following Paragraph.
(4) In the event that the respondent so requests within 45 days after the tribunal is constituted, the tribunal shall decide on an expedited basis an
objection under Paragraph (3) or any objection that the dispute is not
within the tribunal’s competence. The tribunal shall suspend any proceedings on the merits and issue a decision or award on the objection(s),
stating the grounds therefore, no later than 150 days after the date of
the request. However, if a disputing party requests a hearing, the tribunal may take an additional 30 days to issue the decision or award.
Regardless of whether a hearing is requested, a tribunal may, on a showing of extraordinary cause, delay issuing its decision or award by an additional brief period of time, which may not exceed 30 days.
(5) A claim to loss of jurisdiction due to a breach of Article 13 shall be decided by the tribunal on the basis of a balance of probabilities on the facts
adduced in evidence before it. A tribunal does not have to wait for a
determination by a domestic court in the host or home state.
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(6) When it decides a respondent’s objection under Paragraph (3) or (4), the
tribunal may, if warranted, award to the prevailing disputing party reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees incurred in submitting or opposing the
objection. In determining whether such an award is warranted, the tribunal shall consider inter alia whether either the claimant’s claim or the
respondent’s objection was frivolous, and shall provide the disputing parties a reasonable opportunity to comment.

✍

(7) A respondent may not assert as a defense, counterclaim, right of set-off,
or for any other reason that the claimant has received or will receive
indemnification or other compensation for all or part of the alleged damages pursuant to an insurance or guarantee contract.
(8) A tribunal may order an interim measure of protection to preserve the
rights of a disputing party, or to ensure that the tribunal’s jurisdiction is
made fully effective, including an order to preserve evidence in the possession or control of a disputing party or to protect the tribunal’s jurisdiction. A tribunal may not order attachment or enjoin the application of a
measure alleged to constitute a breach of the relevant parts of this
Agreement. The protection of the public welfare and public interests shall
be considered when any interim measures are requested.

Article 7 Commentary
This Article begins with the place of arbitration. Normally, this is a very important issue, at it
often defines how any review of an arbitration process will be done, and where. However, because
this process includes an appeal and the appeal is final, the importance of the issue from a legal
perspective is much diminished. Given the absence of privately appointed arbitrators and the
appeal process, only the most unusual of circumstances can be foreseen that might raise an issue
likely to be subject to any local jurisdiction. The remoteness of this likelihood reinforces the
opportunity to seek regional centres in which arbitrations could take place. Several already exist
in fact, and could be incorporated into the process here with some ease.
Paragraph (2) states what is an increasingly common right of States Party to major agreements, the
right to intervene and make their views known in a case to which they are not a disputing party.
This is done as a matter of right, unlike for amicus curiae, which requires a vetting process by a tribunal.
Paragraphs (3) to (6) set out specific rules for preliminary objections, including an objection to
jurisdiction based on a breach of Article 13, on corruption. Preliminary objections are a frequent
occurrence in international arbitration today, so a process for addressing them is needed. This
seeks to establish a clear, and reasonably time-efficient process for this purpose.
Paragraph (7) addresses a minor issue of set-offs for insurance claims.
Paragraph (8) addresses a very important issue of interim measures. These are measures a tribunal
may issue to preserve the positions of the disputing parties from further potential damage as a
result of the facts or circumstances underlying a claim. There is no simple way to predict the full
range of issue that can arise, but some guidance on how to address them is important. What the
formulation used here adds to what one might normally expect is a specific reference to the need
for tribunals to consider the public welfare or interest in any decision on interim measures. This
will now be an important factor in any such decisions.
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Article 8: Amicus curiae
(1) The tribunal shall have the authority to accept and consider amicus
curiae submissions from a person or entity that is not a disputing party
(the “submitter”).

✍

(2) The submissions shall be provided in English or in the principal language
of the host state, and shall identify the submitter and any Party, other
government, person, or organization, other than the submitter, that has
provided, or will provide, any financial or other assistance in preparing
the submission.
(3) The Council may establish and make available to the public a standard
form for applying for status as amicus curiae. This may include specific
criteria which will help guide a tribunal in determining whether to accept
a submission in any given instance.
(4) Amicus curiae submissions may relate to any matter covered by this
Agreement.

Article 8 Commentary
There remains considerable controversy about the acceptance of amicus curiae submissions in
international arbitration. IISD, as the first organization to make an amicus curiae submission in
such arbitrations, strongly believes in them. At the same time, we fully agree that a tribunal must
be able to ensure that its ability to manage its process and ensure a fair process is maintained. The
concerns of a number of observers and States that amicus processes may add significant burdens
of time and expenses to developing countries, and favours hearing the views of wealthy western
NGOs over other potentially interested persons or organizations, should be managed and considered through this process. Thus, we recognize the role of a submission process whereby the tribunal decides whether or not to accept any given submissions into the record. Some specific elements for a submission are set out here, in particular those requiring full disclosure of all support
for the submission. Additional criteria or formalities can be set by the Council.

Article 9: Transparency of arbitral proceedings
(1) Subject to Paragraphs (2) and (4), the claimant and respondent shall,
after sending the following documents to the other disputing party,
promptly transmit them to the Secretariat of the Dispute Settlement
Body which shall make them available to the public, including by
Internet:
a)

✍

the notice of intention;

b) any settlement agreement resulting from alternative dispute resolution processes;
c)

the notice of arbitration;

d) pleadings, memorials and briefs submitted to the tribunal by a disputing party and any written submissions submitted pursuant to this
Annex or the Rules of Arbitration;
e)

minutes or transcripts of hearings of the tribunal, where available;
and

f)

all orders, awards, and decisions of the tribunal.
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(2) The tribunal shall conduct all hearings open to the public and shall determine, in consultation with the disputing parties and the dispute settlement Secretariat the appropriate logistical arrangements. However, any
disputing party that intends to use information designated as confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise
protected from disclosure under a party’s law in a hearing shall so advise
the tribunal. The tribunal shall make appropriate arrangements to protect
the information from disclosure.
(3) Nothing in this section requires a respondent to disclose confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise protected
from disclosure under a Party’s law or to furnish or allow access to information that it may withhold in accordance with this Agreement.
(4) Confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure under a Party’s law shall, if such information is submitted to the tribunal, be protected from disclosure in
accordance with the following procedures:
a)

subject to Sub-paragraph (d), neither the disputing parties nor the tribunal shall disclose to the non-disputing party or to the public any
confidential business information or information that is privileged or
otherwise protected from disclosure under a Party’s law where the
disputing party that provided the information clearly designates it in
accordance with Sub-paragraph (b);

b) any disputing party claiming that certain information constitutes confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure under a Party’s law shall clearly designate the information at the time it is submitted to the tribunal;
c)

a disputing party shall, at the same time that it submits a document
containing information claimed to be confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure under a Party’s law, submit a redacted version of the document
that does not contain the information. Only the redacted version shall
be provided to the non-disputing party and made public in accordance with Paragraph (1); and

d) the tribunal shall decide any objection regarding the designation of
information claimed to be confidential business information or information that is privileged or otherwise protected from disclosure
under a Party’s law. If the tribunal determines that such information
was not properly designated, the disputing party that submitted the
information may:
i)

withdraw all or part of its submission containing such information; or

ii)

agree to resubmit complete and redacted documents with corrected designations in accordance with the tribunal’s determination and Sub-paragraph (c).

In either case, the other disputing party shall, whenever necessary,
resubmit complete and redacted documents which either remove the
information withdrawn under Sub-paragraph (d)(i) by the disputing
party that first submitted the information or redesignate the information consistent with the designation under Sub-paragraph (d)(ii) of
the disputing party that first submitted the information.
(5) Nothing in this Agreement authorizes a respondent to withhold from the
public information required to be disclosed by its laws.
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Article 9 Commentary
This Article gives additional detail for managing the transparency required by the Agreement. In
particular, it designates the Secretariat of the Dispute Settlement Body as a primary depositary of
all the arbitration documents, though any other Party or organization can do so as well. The bulk
of the Article deals with issues of designating materials as confidential business information, or
other necessary but limited restrictions on public access to information. These provisions are
largely drawn from other recent international investment agreements that address this point.
Again, it is not so much a complicated point as one with a number of details to consider.

Article 10: Interpretation of Annexes
(1) Where a respondent asserts as a defense that the measure alleged to be
a breach is within the scope of an excluded sector in Annex C or is a nonconforming measure set out in Annex D, the tribunal shall, on request of
a State Party that is a disputing party request the interpretation of the
home and host state on the issue. The home and host state shall submit
in writing any decision declaring its interpretation under this Article the
tribunal within 60 days of delivery of the request.

✍

(2) A decision issued under Paragraph (A) shall be binding on the tribunal,
and any award must be consistent with that decision. If the home and
host state fails to issue such a decision within 60 days, the tribunal shall
decide the issue.

Article 10 Commentary
This Article ensures that the intentions of the Parties in excluding specific sectors or non-conforming measures are fulfilled, by allowing them an opportunity to agree on whether a challenged
measure or other specific issue raised in a dispute is covered by the key exclusionary annexes. This
is consistent also with how other recent agreements approach a preliminary step in interpreting
and applying these Annexes.

Article 11: Expert reports
A tribunal, at the request of a disputing party or on its own initiative, may
appoint one or more experts to report to it in writing on any factual issue
concerning environmental, health, safety or other matters raised in a proceeding. The tribunal shall consider any terms or conditions relating to such
appointments that the disputing parties may suggest.

✍

Article 11 Commentary
The use of experts in arbitrations is becoming increasingly important, especially when complex
areas such as human health and the environment are involved. This Article makes the authority
of atribunal to appoint such experts clear. However, it does not require such appointments.

Article 12: Consolidation
(1) Where two or more claims have been submitted separately to arbitration
under this Agreement and the claims have a question of law or fact in
common and arise out of the same events or circumstances, any disputing party may seek a consolidation order.

✍
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(2) A disputing party that seeks a consolidation order under this Article shall
deliver, in writing, a request to the Director and to all the disputing parties sought to be covered by the order and shall specify in the request:
a)

✍

the names and addresses of all the disputing parties sought to be
covered by the order;

b) the nature of the order sought; and
c)

the grounds on which the order is sought.

(3) Unless the Director finds within 30 days after receiving a request under
Paragraph (2) that the request is manifestly unfounded, a separate tribunal shall be established under this Article by the Director solely to consider the issue of consolidation.
(4) Where a tribunal established under this Article is satisfied that two or
more claims that have been submitted to arbitration have a question of
law or fact in common, and arise out of the same events or circumstances, the tribunal may, in the interest of fair and efficient resolution of
the claims, and after hearing the disputing parties, by order:
a)

assume jurisdiction over, and hear and determine together, all or part
of the claims;

b) assume jurisdiction over, and hear and determine one or more of the
claims, the determination of which it believes would assist in the resolution of the others; or
c)

instruct a tribunal previously established to assume jurisdiction over,
and hear and determine together, all or part of the claims, provided
that that tribunal shall decide whether any prior hearing shall be
repeated.

(5) Where a tribunal has been established under this Article, a claimant that
has submitted a claim to arbitration and that has not been named in a
request made under Paragraph (2) may make a written request to the tribunal that it be included in any order made under Paragraph (4), and shall
specify in the request:
a)

the name and address of the claimant;

b) the nature of the order sought; and
c)

the grounds on which the order is sought.

(6) On application of a disputing party, a tribunal established under this
Article, pending its decision under Paragraph (4), may order that the proceedings of another tribunal be stayed, unless the latter tribunal has
already adjourned its proceedings.

Article 12 Commentary
There are several recent incidents where multiple claims by investors and investments have been
initiated. In one famous case, this scenario led to diametrically opposed decisions. The provision
on consolidation is drawn from the text of NAFTA, one of the few agreements to address the need
to consolidate cases that arise from the same facts. This is an important element in ensuring that
host states, in particular, are not subject to multiple claims, and that they are able to manage any
unusually high burdens arising from a similar set of facts or circumstances. It also ensures that a
consistent result emerges.
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Article 13: Awards
(1) Where a tribunal makes a final award against a respondent, the tribunal
may award, separately or in combination, only:
a)

✍

the specific remedies allowed for in Articles 18 and 44 of this
Agreement in relation to an investor or investment;

b) monetary damages and any applicable interest against a State Party;
and
c)

restitution of property from a State Party, in which case the award
shall provide that the respondent may pay monetary damages and
any applicable interest in lieu of restitution.

A tribunal may also award costs and attorneys’ fees in accordance with the
applicable arbitration rules.
(2) Subject to Paragraph (1), where a claim is submitted to arbitration on
behalf of an investment:
a)

an award of restitution of property shall provide that restitution be
made to the investment; and

b) an award of monetary damages and any applicable interest shall
provide that the sum be paid to the investment.
(3) A tribunal may not award punitive damages.
(4) An award made by a panel tribunal shall have no binding force except
between the disputing parties and in respect of the particular case.
(5) Subject to Paragraph (6) and the applicable appeal procedure, a disputing party shall abide by and comply with an award without delay.
(6) A disputing party may not seek enforcement of a final award until:
a)

90 days have elapsed from the date the award was rendered and no
disputing party has commenced a proceeding to appeal the award; or

b) the appellate division has rejected an appeal.
(7) Each Party shall provide for the enforcement of an award in its territory
and make the appropriate legal proceedings available for this purpose.

Article 13 Commentary
While this Article is lengthy, it is not very novel or complex. It sets out in detail the kind of
awards a tribunal can make. These are generally limited to monetary awards against states, and
the remedies set out in detail in Articles 18 and 44 of the Agreement for investors and investments. Punitive damages are expressly precluded here.

Article 14: Appellate process
(1) A disputing investor/investment or party may appeal, within 60 days, a
panel decision on the basis of an error of law or a material and manifest
error of fact. Such appeals shall proceed in accordance with Annex A. No
other appeal or arbitration review process shall be applicable to arbitrations under this Agreement.

✍

(2) The appellate process shall apply, mutatis mutandis, the rules of procedure for the panel division, subject to such mediations as required by this
Agreement.
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(3) The appeal must be filed within 60 days of the date of the original decision being appealed.

✍

(4) The Council of the Dispute Settlement Body shall establish, at it first
meeting, the timelines for the appellate process.
(5) The decision on appeal shall be final and binding and not subject to further appeal or judicial review.
(6) A panel decision not taken to appeal shall have the same final and binding status as a final decision on appeal.

Article 14 Commentary
Paragraph (1) is the critical legal paragraph here. Once the concept of an appeal process is agreed
upon, the key issue is what can be appealed. The choices are, in brief, alleged errors of law, alleged
errors of fact, or both. The options developed above are any alleged error of law, but only manifest errors of fact. The first element gives wide berth, especially important in early stages of an
agreement, to establish correct and consistent approaches to the agreement. It is a broad statement, but deliberately so. The appeal on facts is much more limited, with an appealing party
required to show there is a high test met, a manifest error of fact.
This preserves, but subject to some limits, the traditional role of tribunals of first instance as finders
of fact. A high test is appropriate to overturn this near universal standard. At the same time, the
appellate division is given a wide berth to review legal decisions. The balance, it is hoped, favours
a strong opportunity to develop sound and consistent interpretations of the Agreement.
The finality of the appellate decision is also restated here. It is an important contribution to certainty and to ensuring a timely end to the process. This is in the interest of all stakeholders.
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ANNEX B: List of National Authority contact points
for all State Parties
This list of National Authority contact points for all State Parties would be relevant for dispute
settlement purposes, exchange of information and all other matters necessary for the operation of
the Agreement.
The list is to be developed by submission from each Party, to the Secretariat.
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ANNEX C: National lists of excluded sectors from
coverage of all or part of the Agreement
This list would be part of the end result of a negotiation.
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ANNEX D: National list of grandfathered
non-complying measures, from all or part of
the Agreement
This list would be part of the end result of a negotiation.
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ANNEX E: National list of sectors with establishment
rights for foreign investors under domestic law
This list would initially be developed during the negotiations, but is subject to unilateral changes
by each State Party.
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ANNEX F: Indicative list of corporate social
responsibility issues
This indicative list of issues of concern should be understood, for present purposes, as a very preliminary list for further development.
Trade Practices:
•

Fair trading practices

•

Ethical advertising

•

Avoidance of abuse of market dominant positions and use of anti-competitive practices

•

Other?

✍

Corporate Governance:
•

Regulatory compliance systems

•

Board of directors integrity and independence

•

Transparent reporting and accounting

•

Risk management strategies

•

Protection and respect of intellectual property

•

Protection of whistle-blowers

•

Other?

Employment and Industrial Relations:
•

Equal opportunity

•

Fair wages and conditions

•

Reasonable disciplinary practices

•

Reasonable working hours and conditions

•

Protection of individual privacy

•

Fair, non-discriminatory dispute and issue resolution mechanisms

•

Other?

Production and Product-related Issues:
•

Product stewardship

•

Design for recycling/re-use

•

Energy efficiency

•

Non-hazardous materials and manufacturing processes

•

Minimization of environmental impacts

•

Product recycling

•

Product disposal/waste management

•

Safe working practices

•

Safe working environment

•

Occupational hygiene
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•

Control of hazardous substances and dangerous goods

•

Emergency preparedness

•

Fair workers’ compensation, rehabilitation and return-to-work programs

•

Other?

Business Relationships:
•

Ethical purchasing

•

Non-collusive tendering

•

Avoidance of price fixing

•

Other?

Environment Protection/Sustainability:
•

Sustainable production

•

Energy reduction

•

Waste and discharge management

•

Protection of flora, fauna and cultural heritage

•

Protection of traditional knowledge

•

Stakeholder consultation/communication

•

Other?

Good Corporate Citizenship:
•

Philanthropy

•

Organizational accountability

•

SR reporting

•

Other?
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IISD Model International Agreement on
Investment for Sustainable Development
The current model for International Investment Agreements (IIAs) was developed 50
years ago in a political and economic context that bears little resemblance to today’s,
and designed for a much narrower role than such agreements now play. Many critics
believe that the current international investment regime is flawed beyond repair,
and argue for the complete dissolution of the regime and its replacement with a
regime specifically focussed on the obligations of transnational investors. IISD shares
many of the concerns, but has taken a different tack, proposing a new model for IIAs
with rights and obligations for investors, home states and host states—a model consistent with the goals and requirements of sustainable development and the global
economy of the 21st century.
This publication contains the full text of IISD’s Model International Agreement on
Investment for Sustainable Development, with an article-by-article commentary
explaining in clear language the intent and nuances of the text. It is essential reading
for negotiators of IIAs struggling against the current model to craft agreements that
will serve their national interests. But it is also written to engage a wider audience of
stakeholders concerned about the future path of international law and globalization.

